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Absence Without Leave

Act—Interpretation of

Allowances—See also specific heading, e.g. Isolation Allowance,
Industry Allowance, Meal Money—(Includes Special Rates and
Provisions)

Annual Leave—(Includes Annual Leave Loading)

Appeal

Apprentices and Juniors

Awards—(Includes specified sub-headings, First Awards, New
Awards, Area, Scope, Coverage, Cancellations, Award-Free,
Respondency)

Board of Reference

Board and Lodging—(Includes Accommodation)

Bonus—(Includes Incentive Payments)

Breach of Award

Capacity to Pay—Includes Inability to Pay

Casual Work—(Includes loadings applicable to such work and nature
of casual employment)

Classification—(Includes Reclassification)

Clothing—(Used when clothing is/is not provided and for clothing
allowances)

Common Rule—(Used in relation to Awards being or becoming
Common Rule awards)

Comparative Wage Justice—See also Nexus—(Includes Relativities)

Compassionate Leave—(Includes Bereavement Leave)

Compensation—See also specific heading, e.g. Redundancy, Long
Service Leave—(Includes compensation for unfair dismissals)

Conference—(Includes such matters as jurisdiction arising out of)

Confined Space

Consumer Price Index

Contract of Service—(Used in relation to Section 29 (2) applications)

Contract out of Award

Custom and Practice

Dangerous Work

Date of Operation—(Includes Retrospectivity, Prospectivity)

Demarcation

Dirt Money

Disabilities

Discrimination

Employee—(Used in such cases as whether person is an employee or
independent contractor or agent)

Enforcement of Awards/Orders

Entry: Right of

Hours of Work

Industrial Action—(Includes Work-to-Rule, Picketing, Stop Work
Meeting, Strike, Bans, Lockouts)

Industrial Matter

Industry—(Used re questions of extent and meaning of specified
industry)

Industry Allowance

Interpretation—Words and Phrases

Intervention

Isolation Allowance

Jurisdiction

Jury Service

Leave Without Pay

Living Away From Home Allowance

Long Service Leave

Managerial Prerogative

Manning

Maternity Leave

Meal Breaks

Meal Money

Misconduct

Mixed Functions—(Includes Higher Duties)

Natural Justice

Nexus

Night and Weekend Work

On Call—(Includes Stand by)

Order—(Includes Cancellation of Order)

Over Award Payment

Overtime—(Includes Call Back, Recall)

Part-Time

Penalty Rates

Piecework

Preference—(Includes Compulsory Unionism)

Principles (Wage Fixing)

Procedural Matters (e.g. Standards of evidence)

Promotion Appeals

Public Holidays

Public Interest

Redundancy/Retrenchment—(Includes Severance Pay)

Reinstatement

Registration—See Unions

Rest Periods—(Includes Smokos)

Safety

Shift Work

Sick Leave

Standdown

Stay of Proceedings

Superannuation

Supplementary and Service Payments

Tallies

Technological Change

Termination—(Includes Dismissal, Wrongful/Unfair Dismissal)

Training

Transfer

Travelling—(Includes Travelling Allowance and Travelling Time)

Unfair Discrepancy

Unions—(Includes Direction for Observance of Rules, Registration,
Rules, Enforcement of Rules, Coverage/Constitutional Coverage,
Dues, Membership, Cancellations, Exemptions)

Utilisation of Contractors

Victimisation

Wages—(Includes Catch-up Margins, Payment by Results, Piece
Work, Minimum Wage)

Work Value

Worker Participation

Workers Compensation
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CUMULATIVE DIGEST
MATTERS REFERRED TO IN DECISIONS OF THE INDUSTRIAL APPEAL COURT, INDUSTRIAL RELATIONS COMMISSION AND
INDUSTRIAL MAGISTRATES COURT CONTAINED IN VOL. 79 PART 1, SUB PART 6.

NOTE: 1 Denotes Industrial Appeal Court Decision 3 Denotes Commission in Court Session Decision
2 Denotes Full Bench Decision 4 Denotes Decision of President

Page

ACT—INTERPRETATION OF
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ...................................................................................................................... 4

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculation-
Full Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. 8

2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer
of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-
Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

Application for Agreement and Arbitration of Agreement—Applicant argued employees covered by the agreement were entitled to take
two days paid leave in lieu provided that they were taken within the year they would have and were taken at a time convenient to
the employer—It was further argued by the applicant that the entitlement was traded away for the purposes of a previous
agreement that trade was limited to the life of the agreement—Respondent argued that it was agreed between the parties that
there would be no entitlement to the two days in question in the 1998 Agreement—Commission accepted Respondent's written
and oral evidence and questioned the reason why the Applicant pursued the claims—Agreement issues—Arbitration
dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Mr Ian Hill, Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Training—PSACR 86 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—18/12/98—Government ................................................................ 247

Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limited-
The parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................ 709

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers -
Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 -
Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...................................................................................................................................................... 955

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963
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ACT—INTERPRETATION OF—continued
Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial

Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966

2Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport....................................................................... 972

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................ 1533

2Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry........................................................................................................... 1543

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning -
APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration...................................................................................... 1758

ALLOWANCES
Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make

order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ........................................................................................................................................................................... 233

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that an accrual of sick leave should have been paid out on
retirement as per Employer's policy—Commission found on the balance of probabilities that the evidence did not support the
claim—Dismissed.—Mr TH Scriven -v- Email Limited—APPL 752 of 1998—GREGOR C—18/12/98—Electronic Equipment
Manufacture ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 294

Application to substitute a higher allowance payment for an existing allowance—Applicant argued that a substitution of a higher
allowance payment for working in confined space be granted in the Industrial Agreement—Respondent opposed the claims—
Commission found that the disabilities are not outside the standard contemplated in the normal course of employment and the
level assumed when the rates for confined space was agreed to—Dismissed.—The Western Australian Builders' Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd & Other—CR 13 of 1998—COLEMAN
CC—09/12/98—Metal Product Manufacturing................................................................................................................................. 303

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

Application to vary award re expense related allowances -Applicant submitted adjustments based upon movements in the Consumer
Price Index operative from 1st pay on or after proceedings-Respondents consent to variations and operative date but proposed in
relation to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 a prospective operative date -Commission held insufficient
justification for prospective date-Awards varied by consent-Order Issued. - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters
& Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Adsigns Pty Ltd & Others - APPL 1968, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
of 1998 - KENNER C - 28/01/99 - Various....................................................................................................................................... 821

Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of
residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or
primary place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by
Commission previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -v-
The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C -
19/03/99 ............................................................................................................................................................................................ 1174
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ALLOWANCES—continued
Conference referred re employers withdrawal of Interstate travel pass arrangements-Facts conceded by parties -Applicant sought order

in similar terms to related matter already determined by Commission-Respondent claimed unions inactivity in pursuing matter
goes to merit of claim -Commission held merit same as previous matter-Adopted conclusions reach previously-Order issued as
sought. - The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers -v- Western Australian
Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998 - BEECH C - 22/01/99 - Government Administration .................................. 1243

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture.................................................................................................................................................... 1741

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued entitlement to commission on advertising receipts on the
basis that she had obtained the initial order notwithstanding that she had resigned before total payments were made-Respondent
argued that no commission was payable post employment producing document and oral evidence that this was the industry
practice-Commission accepted evidence of respondent-Found commissions died with the end of the contract-All claims
dismissed. - Ms SD Williams -v- Design Media (WA) Pty Limited - APPL 246 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 12/05/99 - Publishing  .... 1760

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest -
Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ...... 1772

ANNUAL LEAVE
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was demised harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal

worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -v-
Microfusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing........................................................................... 1187

Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency ..................................................... 1192

Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 -
SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 1434

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire .......................................................................................... 1452

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax -
Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation...................................................................................................................................................... 1721

APPEAL
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ....................................................................................................................... 4
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APPEAL—continued
2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary

Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculation-
Full Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. 8

2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086)) re
Transfer of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt
with unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded
the matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to
have determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA
had no jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various .. 23

4Application for stay of operation of order pending appeals to Full Bench—Respondent proffered an undertaking not to attempt to
enforce the orders until the appeals had been heard and determined or otherwise disposed of—President found it in the
Applicant's interests to adjourn proceedings with the right to bring the matter on—Adjourned Sine Die—Miss PJ Pisconeri -v-
Laurens & Munns Incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd & George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 2185 of 1998—Full
Bench—SHARKEY P—23/12/98—Various..................................................................................................................................... 26

4Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed -
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 369

1Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration .... 643

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99........................................................................................................................... 645

1Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration ......................................... 945

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission-Application dismissed by consent just prior to hearing-Respondent sought costs in
relation to preparation of matter for hearing due to the lack of notice-Full Bench was unable to conclude, or satisfy itself that an
order was within powers conferred by the Act-Commented: if Applicant had knowledge beforehand that the case should not have
been proceeded with, that could merit the awarding of costs-Dismissed. - Mr C Fraser -v- Sport Specific Australia P/L - APPL
1581 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C - 08/03/99........................................................................ 950

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers -
Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 -
Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...................................................................................................................................................... 955
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APPEAL—continued
2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned

Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966

Application for stay of operation of part of decision of Industrial Magistrate pending appeal to the Full Bench -Applicant asserted
possible difficulties in recovery if appeal was successful-Respondent undertook to refund penalty ordered in that event-President
referred to Principles-Found the 'balance of convenience' lies with Respondent-No serious issue to be tried-Dismissed. - Toscana
WA Pty Ltd -v- The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers - APPL 206 of 1999 -
President - SHARKEY P - 15/03/99.................................................................................................................................................. 1247

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged -
Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................ 1293

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -
v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1302

2Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing .............................. 1313

2Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent -
Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining   ............................................................................................................................... 1318

2Appeal against decision of Industrial Magistrate re Breach of Award and Industrial Agreement-Appellant argued the determination that
the employer had failed to pay an employee was wrong in relation to quantum and that the employee had actually attended on site
or that the employer could have invoked clause 12 of the agreement-Full Bench reviewed the provisions and finding of the
Industrial Magistrate and found that employee had presented for work in accordance with instructions and had remained until it
was clear no work would proceed-Held provision of Clause 12 subclause 10 was not invoked-No grounds sustained-Appeal
dismissed. - ABB Installation and Service Pty Limited -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY - APPL 1836 of 1998 - Full
Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C - 19/04/99....................................................................................................... 1329

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................ 1533
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AWARDS
Application to vary award re redundancy provisions—Applicant argued the redundancy provisions of the award should be amended in

relation to the specific site—Applicant further argued that the level of benefits should be imposed to reflect the impact
redundancy will have on individuals particularly those 45 years of age and older, based on the employer's location, skills and
employment opportunities—It was further argued by the applicant that as the redundancy was compulsory the employees
deserved a higher rate—Respondent argued that the Applicant's existing redundancy provisions were adequate and reasonable
and so the award variation was unnecessary—Commission found that the argument that compulsory redundancy requires greater
recognition to be unacceptable, except for employees over 45—Application granted in part remainder. of application
dismissed.—CONSTRUCTION, MINING, ENERGY & Other -v- RGC Mineral Sands Ltd & Others—APPL 277 of 1998—
BEECH C—18/12/98—Mining......................................................................................................................................................... 27

3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-
Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ........................................................................................................................................................................... 233

Application to vary award re .apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their
apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing..................................................................................................... 241

Application re Agreement—Date of operation to be arbitrated by the Commission—Matter referred to the Chief Commissioner for
special case consideration—Applicant unions sought to have the operative date of the Agreement made retrospective, based on
length of time involved in registering agreement—Respondents claimed that the Commission was prohibited by the Act from
deciding an operative date earlier than the Applicant's application for arbitration—Commission found that the issue of
retrospectivity was a matter of discretionary judgement of merit having regard to the Statement of wage Principles—Further, the
Commission stated that it is obliged to act if Government policy relating to retrospectivity was applied in disregard to specific
circumstances and constraints on the parties—Commission found that the specific and special circumstances relating to the
application were dealt with in a reasonable fashion and the outcome was fair—However, the Commission further found that in
special circumstances it had the authority to make an order in relation to the agreement being restricted to the parties involved
that there was no impediment to making such an order—Granted in part.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Director General, Ministry for Culture and the Arts—PSACR 85 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—02/12/98—
Government....................................................................................................................................................................................... 245

Application for Agreement and Arbitration of Agreement—Applicant argued employees covered by the agreement were entitled to take
two days paid leave in lieu provided that they were taken within the year they would have and were  taken at a time convenient to
the employer—It was further argued by the applicant that the entitlement was traded away for the purposes of a previous
agreement that trade was limited to the life of the agreement—Respondent argued that it was agreed between the parties that
there would be no entitlement to the two days in question in the 1998 Agreement—Commission accepted Respondent's written
and oral evidence and questioned the reason why the Applicant pursued the claims—Agreement issues—Arbitration
dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Mr Ian Hill, Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Training—PSACR 86 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—18/12/98—Government................................................................. 247

Application to vary and consolidate award. - The Applicant with the consent of the Respondent argued that the Award be amended to
reflect the new name of its enterprise and the significant changes to the conditions of employment.Further the Award be
consolidated to reflect all the changes.- Commission agreed to the changes and amendments and consolidation. Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia -v- Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western
Australia (Union of Workers) - AG 267 of 1998; APPL 2191 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Health ....................................................... 550

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging.......................................................................... 557

Application to vary award to insert a new clause titled "Salary Packaging"-Applicant sought to mirror provision inserted into other
public sector awards following CICS decision-Respondent did not argue merits but indicated preference for Industrial Agreement
to be registered at same instance-Commission found it would be unfair to refuse to establish a right for employees to pursue the
entitlement-Award varied accordingly. - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Hon Minister for
Education - P 43 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 09/02/99 - Government Administration .......................................................................... 820

Application to vary award re expense related allowances -Applicant submitted adjustments based upon movements in the Consumer
Price Index operative from 1st pay on or after proceedings-Respondents consent to variations and operative date but proposed in
relation to the Building Trades (Construction) Award 1987 a prospective operative date -Commission held insufficient
justification for prospective date-Awards varied by consent-Order Issued. - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters
& Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Adsigns Pty Ltd & Others - APPL 1968, 2010, 2011, 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015, 2016
of 1998 - KENNER C - 28/01/99 - Various....................................................................................................................................... 821
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Application to vary award re insertion of Freedom of choice provision-Applicant sought interim injunction compelling 1st Respondent

to offer a choice to new job applicants between contract of employment under the Award or a Workplace Agreement-Respondent
propounded two arguments firstly the substance and character of the application is not an industrial matter and secondly applying
sections 7a -7c of the Act the Commission is without jurisdiction to make an order effecting the rights to follow the separate
lawful stream of employment provided by the Workplace Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the categories of persons
involved had no present employment therefore there is no industrial matter to be found-The application under which the
injuncture application arises did not empower the Commission to make the orders sought-Dismissed. - Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia - & Others -v- RGC Mineral Sands Limited & Others -
APPL 2178 of 1998 - PARKS C - 22/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................ 829

Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of
residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or primary
place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by Commission
previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -v- The Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C - 19/03/99......... 1174

3Application for variation to award to increase number of shifts for kiln crews-Referred to CICS as a special case pursuant to Wage
Fixing Principles-Part heard-Parties reached agreement and subsequently registered enterprise agreement-Applicant sought a
determination of matter as argued-Respondent submitted that the existing award forms safety net underpinning enterprise
bargaining-CICS considered evidence and submissions in the context of the Wage Fixing Principles-Current situation before
CICS was not one last resort, not appropriate to seek to arbitrate on a matter which a compromise had been reached by parties -
Contrary to the spirit and intent of the Principles -Dismissed. - Australian Fine China -v- BRICK, TILE & POTTERY UNION -
APPL 1384 of 1998 - Commission in Court Session - BEECH C/SCOTT C./KENNER C - 22/04/99 - Ceramic Product
Manufacturing ................................................................................................................................................................................... 1337

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

2Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry........................................................................................................... 1543

Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture.................................................................................................................................................... 1741

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning -
APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration...................................................................................... 1758

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   ....................................... 1765

BOARD OF REFERENCE
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act-

Appellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 -
Construction Trade Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 560

BOARD AND LODGING
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his

contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................ 1180

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicle-
Respondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C
- 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ............................................................................................................................................... 1200
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BREACH OF AWARD
2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned

Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966

CASUAL WORK
Application re Unfair Dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because employment was of a part-time nature and not

casual.—Respondent argued Applicant was employed on a casual basis and worked regular hours by choice.—Commission
found that the parties engaged in a series of casual contracts of employment.—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr SD Coad
-v- Dalstar Pty Ltd T/A The Skippers Club—APPL 2311, 2312 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—22/12/98—Transport Industry .............. 266

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing........................................................................................................... 268

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs................................................................................................................................................................................................... 603

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

CLASSIFICATION
2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer

of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

3Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia -
APPL 1532 of 1990;CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education........... 648

COMMON RULE
Application to vary award re. apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their

apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing..................................................................................................... 241

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443
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2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary

Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculation-
Full Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. 8

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing........................................................................................................... 268

Application for alleged unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Applicant argued he was summarily dismissed and claimed
compensation and entitlements under the terms on which he was employed—Respondent rejected and saw it as a demand outside
the terms of the employment relationship—Commission found that the Applicant rejected the reaffirmation of the existing
contract and found Applicant terminated his own employment- Dismissed—Commission recognised the entitlement to a payment
for pro -rata annual leave and one third of the "profit" for the month of September 1997—Granted.—Mr TJ Glasson -v-
Bayswater Powder Coaters Pty Ltd—APPL 2166 of 1997—COLEMAN CC—22/10/98—Powdercoating...................................... 270

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance
about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................ 281

Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed—Respondent argued that the Applicant
was not performing well in the position and that it was essential to terminate his employment for the ongoing health of the
business—Commission found that there has been no unfair dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr AH Masters -v- Emporess Pty Ltd—
APPL 823 of 1998—GREGOR C—10/12/98—Hire......................................................................................................................... 287

Application for compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal -Applicant argued that the Respondent breached a commitment allowing
Applicant to work as many hours as he wanted, which Applicant claims amounted to a constructive dismissal -Respondent denied
Applicant had been dismissed and opposed any order for compensation-Commission reviewed authorities and found that
Applicant had not discharged the onus of establishing that Respondent had constructively dismissed him-Dismissed. - Mr DW
Bonson -v- Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A "Dome" Mandurah - APPL 670 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Cafes.................................... 567

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -v-
Metland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication .......................................................................... 597

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distress-
Granted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ...................... 601

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs................................................................................................................................................................................................... 603

Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not re-
engaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services.......... 841

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant alleges he was not given any warning that his employment
was in jeopardy-Respondent argued Applicant's poor work resulted in dismissal-Commission found the Applicant had not been
given serious counselling and the dismissal was indeed unfair-Granted. - Mr B Calthorpe -v- TAHL Holding Pty Ltd - APPL 325
of 1998 - BEECH C - 01/02/99 ......................................................................................................................................................... 853

Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant alleges he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent reducing
salary and working hours by half-The Applicant seeks compensation following a conciliation conference-Respondent argued that
there was not a final agreement arising from the conference and questioned the Applicant's Agents authority to prepare "Deed of
Settlement"-Commission found there has been no final agreement reached in this matter. - Mr TR Wade -v- Kyle's Cafe - APPL
889 of 1998 - KENNER C - 16/10/98 - Restaurant............................................................................................................................ 874

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 -
Decorative ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 875
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COMPENSATION—continued
Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that

Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration -
Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -v-
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing ....................................................................... 878

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was unfairly dismissed and be
compensated for the loss and the one week's wage in lieu of notice-Respondent argued that it terminated the employment when it
was found that the Applicant was looking for alternate employment-Commission found that the dismissal was unfair-Granted. -
Ms T Ascenso -v- Plainscape Pty Ltd T/A Phoenix Park Estate Agency - APPL 13 of 1997 - PARKS C - 22/03/99 - Real Estate
Agency .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1184

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because his employment
was not subject to a probationary period and was seeking compensation-There was no argument from the Respondent-
Commission found that the Applicant's employment was the subject of a probationary period -Dismissed. - Mr I Barrett -v- Fins -
APPL 1533 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 08/03/99 - Restaurant.................................................................................................................. 1186

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged -
Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................ 1293

2Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing............................... 1313

2Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent -
Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining   ............................................................................................................................... 1318

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment -
Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................ 1444

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and
was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasion-
Commission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C -
20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store ................................................................................................................................................. 1459

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel .............................................................................................................................................................................. 1463

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services  ............................................................................................... 1717
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COMPENSATION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a

difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance review-
Applicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to non-
economic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -v-
Quinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School   ....................................................................... 1718

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax -
Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation...................................................................................................................................................... 1721

Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even
though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................ 1744

Application re alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant sought relief in the form of compensation and benefits which had been denied under
his contract of employment - Respondent had from inception denied liability for the claim and argued that the Applicant was at
no time employed by them but rather was an independent contractor - Respondent further argued that the claim for unfair
dismissal was lodged out of time and denied any, as he puts it, financial obligation to the Applicant under his contract of
employment - At the Pre-hearing, Commission adjourned the matter on the basis that Applicant should get legal advice and
indicate as to whether or not he wished the proceedings to continue - Applicant indicated that he wished the matters to proceed
and sought leave to withdraw application - Commission proposed to order that Applicant be given leave until 3:15pm to file a
notice of withdrawal in which case he was given leave to withdraw the proceedings, otherwise the application would be
dismissed for want of prosecution - Withdrawn - Mr RA Mason -v- Symbols Business Wear - APPL 2075 of 1998 - FIELDING
C - 19/04/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg .............................................................................................................................. 1749

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg  .................................... 1768

CONFERENCE
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to

transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education............................. 559

Conference Referred re The withdrawal of interstate passes. - Respondent raised a preliminary point that the application was not valid as
the Union's decision making body was not properly constituted. - preliminary point was found not to be made out. - Board found
the issue before it was the withdrawal by Westrail of interstate travel pass arrangements whereby employees, retired employees,
spouses of retired and/or deceased employees were entitled to certain concessions for travelling interstate. Further after 1993
Westrail was required to pay full fares for those employees who availed themselves of the travel arrangements. - Applicant
argued that the Respondent failed to consult with it and acted unilaterally and ceased arrangements. - Respondent argued that the
travel arrangements are a financial burden-Railway Classification Board found that current and retired railway officers of
Westrail are entitled to free interstate travel arrangements-Granted in part - West Australian Railways Officers Union -v- Western
Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998; RCBCR 1 of 1998 - Railways Classification Board - BEECH C
– Railways......................................................................................................................................................................................... 612

3Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise
from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia -
APPL 1532 of 1990;CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education........... 648
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CONFERENCE—continued
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of

a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education...................................................................................................................... 837

Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not re-
engaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services.......... 841

Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................ 880

Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs -
Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 -
Government Administration .............................................................................................................................................................. 1215

Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs -
Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 -
Government Administration 1215   Conference Referred re "Site Clean Shaven Policy"-Applicant sought Order to prevent the
Westrail drivers from the policy of being clean shaven before entering the smelter site of WMC Resources Ltd-Further argued
that the Drivers not only spend short periods at smelter but are not rostered regularly and Westrail did not try hard enough in its
discussions with WMC to seek an exemption for its drivers-Respondent argued although it did not have a policy of its own as
such, as a contractor it must abide with the safety conditions of WMC-Commission issued a declaration that Westrail's
requirement is not unfair but required it to make special arrangements including the option of transfer for employees who wears
beard for medical reasons -Otherwise dismissed. - Western Australian Government Railways Commission -v- The West
Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers - CR 2 of 1999 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 - Rail . 1223

Conference Referred-Alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued employment not subject to probation- Dismissal unlawful because
notice and award entitlements not received -Also dismissal procedurally flawed as no warnings given -Denied fairness as
Respondent had not followed Award procedures-Respondent argued omission in original letter of appointment subsequently
rectified-Employee unsuitable for shift work due to absences and permanency was declined-If finding of unfairness no relief
should be ordered due to probation-Commission found unfair process due to failure to follow Award procedures-Employee
should have been advised of risk to employment-Order for reinstatement and payment of lost entitlements. - The Australian
Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Cockburn Cement Limited - CR 333 of 1998 -
KENNER C - 06/04/99 - Metal Product Manufacturing .................................................................................................................... 1227

Conference referred-Application by organisation in relation to alleged unfair dismissal of a worker-Applicant argued amendment to
s23A did not preclude matter brought by unions being dealt with in accordance with s23A-The sections use of the term 'claimant'
reflects parliaments intention to provide for same range of remedies-Respondent argued Commission without jurisdiction to
make orders pursuant to s23A and 23(3)(h) where the only parties are the union and respondent-Commission upheld view as
expressed by Full Bench in Katina Case that there is jurisdiction to order reinstatement or compensation out of s44(9)
proceedings. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Eltin Surface Mining
Pty Ltd - CR 89 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 29/03/99 ...................................................................................................................... 1233

Conference referred re compensation for loss of income -Applicant argued that employer had been deprived of opportunity to work in
accordance with agreement-Respondent denied any unfairness claiming as a result of inability to get required medical clearance-
Commission found clearance precondition to employment was jurisdictional barrier to application-Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Total Marine Services
Pty Ltd - CR 79 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 11/03/99 - Personal and Other Services ........................................................................... 1235

Conference referred re employers withdrawal of Interstate travel pass arrangements-Facts conceded by parties -Applicant sought order
in similar terms to related matter already determined by Commission-Respondent claimed unions inactivity in pursuing matter
goes to merit of claim -Commission held merit same as previous matter-Adopted conclusions reach previously-Order issued as
sought. - The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and Cleaners' Union of Workers -v- Western Australian
Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998 - BEECH C - 22/01/99 - Government Administration .................................. 1243

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -
v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1302
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CONFERENCE—continued
Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative

payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration................................................................................................................................................................................... 1430

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act -
Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................ 1712

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   ....................................... 1765

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg  .................................... 1768

Conference referred re dismissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction .............. 1772

CONFINED SPACE
Application to substitute a higher allowance payment for an existing allowance—Applicant argued that a substitution of a higher

allowance payment for working in confined space be granted in the Industrial Agreement—Respondent opposed the claims—
Commission found that the disabilities are not outside the standard contemplated in the normal course of employment and the
level assumed when the rates for confined space was agreed to—Dismissed.—The Western Australian Builders' Labourers,
Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers & Other -v- Total Corrosion Control Pty Ltd & Other—CR 13 of 1998; FED6 20 of
1998—COLEMAN CC—09/12/98—Metal Product Manufacturing................................................................................................. 303

CONTRACT OF SERVICE
Application for alleged unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Applicant argued he was summarily dismissed and claimed

compensation and entitlements under the terms on which he was employed—Respondent rejected and saw it as a demand outside
the terms of the employment relationship—Commission found that the Applicant rejected the reaffirmation of the existing
contract and found Applicant terminated his own employment- Dismissed—Commission recognised the entitlement to a payment
for pro -rata annual leave and one third of the "profit" for the month of September 1997—Granted.—Mr TJ Glasson -v-
Bayswater Powder Coaters Pty Ltd—APPL 2166 of 1997—COLEMAN CC—22/10/98—Powdercoating...................................... 270

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant argued the total remuneration rate should be applied in calculating
a number of components as annual leave, long service leave, expenses paid under a "salary sacrifice" arrangement,
superannuation and purchase of a vehicle on Termination—The Respondent argued calculations were based on the salary
component of the package—Commission found Applicant had an entitlement on termination, to purchase the motor vehicle,
annual leave and long service leave, but the contractual entitlements being offset and less than the amount to purchase the
vehicle—Discontinued.—Mr AR Hall -v- Moran Healthcare Group (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 496 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—
20/11/98—Retirement ....................................................................................................................................................................... 272

Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and
there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................ 296

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that contractual entitlements were not paid as per the
supporting documents tendered—No appearance from the Respondent—Commission concluded that the lack of response from
the Respondent and the documents tendered, the amount was owed—Granted—Mr R Stokes -v- Wingstar Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 611 of 1998—GREGOR C—22/12/98—Other Services......................................................................................................... 298
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued
Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the

Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contractual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. -
Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture .................................................................... 563

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements.- Applicant sought contractual entitlements in the form of wages and monies in
lieu of notice, clothing and equipment allegedly wrongfully retained by the Respondent.- No appearance and response from the
Respondent. - Commission found that wage entitlements were made out but the Commission had no jurisdiction to monies re
allegedly retained clothing and equipment. - Granted in part. - Mr JA England -v- Rodney Houghton - APPL 2067 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - Commercial Fishing ................................................................................................................................................. 577

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant argued that the employment contract was for a fixed term and this
was terminated prior to the completion of the employment contract. - Respondent argued that the Applicant's contract of
employment was subject to there being a project and that the Applicant was employed for the period whilst there was a project. -
Commission accepted the Applicant's evidence and found the Respondent had a liability under its employment contract with the
Applicant. - Granted. - Mr R Harrington-Smith -v- Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource Agency & Other - APPL
1279 of 1998 - BEECH C - Community Services.............................................................................................................................. 586

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -v-
Mimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ............................................................... 860

Application re Failure to pay contractual benefits -Applicant alleges Respondent failed to pay contractual benefits that were incorporated
into a contract of employment-Applicant seeks production of documents showing the charges actually paid to prepare a case for
the hearing - Respondent argued there was never any contractual arrangement which would result in an entitlement to the claim-
Respondent presented a proposal to the Applicant and further argued that the proposal is not a binding contract -Commission
granted the Discovery of information and the Respondent is to produce documents to the Applicant to quantify the claim-Order
Issued. - Mr GT Evans -v- Midekeha Pty Ltd ACN 062 620 231 T/A Leederville Autocare - APPL 1522 of 1998 - GREGOR C -
25/02/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ........................................................................................................................................ 861

Application re Contractual Entitlements-Applicant argued that he had not been paid a benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of
employment-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee and for that reason and other reasons the application
was without merit-Commission found that the Applicant had not been denied a benefit under a contract of employment-
Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Salpietro -v- Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd T/A West Boat Builders - APPL 988 of 1998 -
BEECH C - 19/02/99 - Boat .............................................................................................................................................................. 870

Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that
Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration -
Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -v-
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing ....................................................................... 878

Application re Breach of Contractual Benefits-Applicant seeks to recover unpaid wages and travel allowance-No appearance from the
Respondent- Commission found on evidence that the Applicant was denied benefits and the Respondent was ordered to pay-
Granted. - Mrs JM Wodcke -v- ABC 123 Home Services Pty Ltd - APPL 2189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 19/02/99 - Personal
Services............................................................................................................................................................................................. 878

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was dismissed harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal
worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -v-
Microfusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing........................................................................... 1187

Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency ..................................................... 1192

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................ 1180

Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 -
SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 1434

Application for denied contractual benefits-Heard ex parte -Applicant claimed unpaid wages, time in lieu of overtime and pro-rata
annual leave-Commission applied tests set out in Simmons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd-Found no entitlement for
pro-rata leave-Upheld other claims-Order issued accordingly. - Mr T Cholkowski -v- Horizon Satellite Systems - APPL 1206 of
1998 - GREGOR C - 21/04/99 - Communication Services................................................................................................................ 1439

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire........................................................................................... 1452
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CONTRACT OF SERVICE—continued
Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and

was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasion-
Commission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C -
20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store ................................................................................................................................................. 1459

Application for an allegedly denied contractual entitlement -The Applicant argued that he had not been paid the commission payable to
him for concluding a contract between the respondent and a client-First Respondent of the application stated in a letter as the
company ceased to operate and in the process of being wound up-Second Respondent of the applicant was not present at the
conciliation conference-The Commission found that the second respondent owed to the Applicant $230.00-Order issued - Mr DR
Warren -v- Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd - APPL 968 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 18/03/99 - Paint ......................................................... 1468

Application re allegedly denied contractual entitlement -Applicant argued that he had been denied a commission payable to him for
concluding a contract between the respondent and a client-First Respondent stated in a letter that the company had ceased to
operate and was in the process of wounding up-Second Respondent did not attend the conference proceedings-Commission found
that the second Respondent owed $230.00 to the Applicant-Order issued accordingly. - Mr C Wood -v- Alan Marsh Surface
Coating Corporation (Australia) Pty Ltd - APPL 18 of 1999 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 ........................................................................ 1472

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services  ............................................................................................... 1717

Application for allegedly denied contractual benefits - Applicant argued for payment of 5 week period of accrued annual leave ($1800),
leave loading of 17.5 per cent which he calculated to be ($315) and one week's pay in lieu of notice, figures said to be before any
taxation deductions - Preliminary Conference - Respondent's representative confirmed that the Respondent owed the Applicant
payment on account of holiday leave - Further, by its Notice of Answer, Respondent stated that they intended to pay holiday
leave as soon as their financial position is able (sic) to make the payment - Preliminary Hearing - Applicant sought and was
granted leave to amend his application to withdraw the wages claim - Hearing was adjourned and re-listed for 3 February 1999,
as there was no appearance entered on behalf of the Respondent - Commission found that although it is faced with hearsay
evidence it was satisfied that, given the background to this matter and the admission made in the answer to the application, it is
appropriate that the Commission accept that hearsay evidence and act upon it - Accordingly, Commission was satisfied that the
Applicant was entitled to that which he claims and ordered that the Respondent pay the Applicant the sum of $2115 before tax -
Ordered Accordingly - Mr M Danilov -v- Macedonian Cultural Centre "Ilinden" Perth WA Inc - APPL 1230 of 1998 - PARKS C
- 03/02/99 - Sport and Recreation...................................................................................................................................................... 1721

Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even
though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................ 1744

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued entitlement to commission on advertising receipts on the
basis that she had obtained the initial order notwithstanding that she had resigned before total payments were made-Respondent
argued that no commission was payable post employment producing document and oral evidence that this was the industry
practice-Commission accepted evidence of respondent-Found commissions died with the end of the contract-All claims
dismissed. - Ms SD Williams -v- Design Media (WA) Pty Limited - APPL 246 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 12/05/99 - Publishing  .... 1760

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   ....................................... 1765

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg  .................................... 1768
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CONTRACT OUT OF AWARD
2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned

Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

DATE OF OPERATION
3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-

Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

Application re Agreement—Date of operation to be arbitrated by the Commission—Matter referred to the Chief Commissioner for
special case consideration—Applicant unions sought to have the operative date of the Agreement made retrospective, based on
length of time involved in registering agreement—Respondents claimed that the Commission was prohibited by the Act from
deciding an operative date earlier than the Applicant's application for arbitration—Commission found that the issue of
retrospectivity was a matter of discretionary judgement of merit having regard to the Statement of wage Principles—Further, the
Commission stated that it is obliged to act if Government policy relating to retrospectivity was applied in disregard to specific
circumstances and constraints on the parties—Commission found that the specific and special circumstances relating to the
application were dealt with in a reasonable fashion and the outcome was fair—However, the Commission further found that in
special circumstances it had the authority to make an order in relation to the agreement being restricted to the parties involved
that there was no impediment to making such an order—Granted in part.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Director General, Ministry for Culture and the Arts—PSACR 85 of 1998—CAWLEY C.—02/12/98—
Government....................................................................................................................................................................................... 245

1Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration ......................................... 945

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest -
Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ...... 1772

DISCRIMINATION
Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative

payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration................................................................................................................................................................................... 1430

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................ 1533

EMPLOYEE
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249
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EMPLOYEE—continued
Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and

there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................ 296

Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair and that there was an employee -employer relationship. -
Respondent argued the preliminary point that the relationship was that of subcontractor and principal. - Commission applied the
employment tests to determine whether the relationship was one of employee -employer or independent contractor and principal.
Commission found the respondent did not reserve to itself the right to control the Applicant in the performance of his contract,
the mode of remuneration was generally by a rate for the task, tax deductions were according to the systems appropriate to
subcontractors, the Applicant had the ability to engage labour and the Applicant was in business for himself. - Dismissed for
want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Coulcher -v- Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd - APPL 944 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Building
Structure Services.............................................................................................................................................................................. 572

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

ENFORCEMENT OF AWARDS/ORDERS
2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned

Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966

HOURS OF WORK
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as

prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging.......................................................................... 557

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs................................................................................................................................................................................................... 603

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

INDUSTRY ALLOWANCE
Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect

problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest -
Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ...... 1772
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INDUSTRIAL MATTER
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of

a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education...................................................................................................................... 837

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned
Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963

INDUSTRY
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act-

Appellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 -
Construction Trade Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 560

INTERPRETATION-WORDS & PHRASES
Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make

order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ........................................................................................................................................................................... 233

Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty
pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging.......................................................................... 557

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99........................................................................................................................... 645

Application to interpret the meaning of Clause 19 subclause (8) paragraph (c) Long Service Leave of the Award No. 39 of 1968-
Respondent directed the recipient employees bound by the Award to discontinue the past administrative practice of "payment of
pro-rata long service leave to hospital salaried officers resigning on the grounds of pregnancy either before or during maternity
leave"-Applicant contends that the resignation of an employee to undertake the role of primary care giver constitutes a
"retirement" within the meaning the Commission ascribed to in matter 646 of 1973 -Commission found that the parent who is to
undertake the role of primary care provider terminates their employment in order to fulfil that role, such amounts to a domestic
necessity which also has a degree of compulsion to resign necessary to bring it within the meaning of "Retirement" envisage by
Clause 19(8)(b) and the answer is affirmative. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
-v- Royal Perth Hospital & Others - P 72 of 1995 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 ........................................................................................ 843

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers -
Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 -
Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...................................................................................................................................................... 955

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966
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INTERPRETATION-WORDS & PHRASES—continued
Application for interpretation of Award-Re Board and/or lodging and call allowances clauses-Meaning of terms 'principal place of

residence' and 'reside'-Applicant argued provisions not ambiguous ought not be read in isolation having regard for industry or
operation-Union argued meaning as attributed previously by Full Bench -Commission's interpretation means: the main or primary
place of residence-Also 'reside' has a broader meaning now, recognises temporary stay-Held views expressed by Commission
previously in relation to 'on duty' were still valid-Interpretation given. - Brightwater Care Group (Inc) & Other -v- The Australian
Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - APPL 978 of 1998 - PARKS C - 19/03/99......... 1174

INTERVENTION
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ...................................................................................................................... 4

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963

JURISDICTION
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ...................................................................................................................... 4

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary
Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculation-
Full Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. 8

2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal( ) re Transfer of an
employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with unjustly
and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the matter on
an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various .. 23

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ........................................................................................................................................................................... 233

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249
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JURISDICTION—continued
Application for contractual entitlements and compensation for unfair dismissal—Preliminary point—Jurisdiction—Estoppel—Applicant

argues that a finding of a Review Officer pursuant to s.22 of the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 acts as an
estoppel against the Respondent defending the claim by alleging the Applicant committed serious and wilful misconduct and that
"res judicata" applies—The Commission on the question of estoppel accepted the decision of the Review officer was a judicial
determination and that it was relevant to the proceedings before the Commission—Held Respondent estopped from arguing
conduct constituted misconduct etc.—Commission found that "res judicata" not relevant.—Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of
Companies—APPL 2031 of 1997—BEECH C—27/11/98—General Construction .......................................................................... 289

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Preliminary Point—Jurisdiction—whether application filed within
time—Application faxed to Registry on last day for lodgment of documents—Originals subsequently filed with appropriate fee—
Applicant argues that the view of the filing not being effective until the fee is paid offends the principle in s26 of the Act—
Commission held that filing not effected until the payment of the fee—Dismissed claim for unfair dismissal.—Mrs G Satie -v-
STW Channel Nine—APPL 727 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/10/98—Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ........................................... 292

Application re unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements claim—Applicant sought to amend Respondent's name—Commission found
that the application to amend was not merely to correct a mistake in the name of the Respondent but to substitute an entirely
different entity for the Respondent—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr D Wilcox -v- Mr A D'Angelo—APPL 1366 of
1998—KENNER C—03/12/98—Agriculture ................................................................................................................................... 300

4Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed -
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 369

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education............................. 559

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was unfair because employment contract changes within the
workplace and was left with limited options and not prepared to take a lower remuneration- Respondent argued that several
employees were made redundant and the applicant was offered a position with a lower remuneration-Commission found that the
Applicant had decided not to accept the Respondent's offer and would leave-Further the Commission found that the applicant's
own conduct terminated employment contract-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr M Atkins -v- Extol Pty Ltd - APPL 1650
of 1998 - GREGOR C - Other Mining .............................................................................................................................................. 564

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to
file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99........................................................................................................................... 645

4Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to Full Bench -Applicant argued significant administrative inconvenience would occur
pending the decision of Appeal-Respondent argued that the fruits of the Commission's Order have been deprived for over two
months-President found that the Application for a Stay was not made after an Appeal was instituted because the Appeal was a
nullity, there being no decision in existence against which an appeal could be instituted-The Appeal is incompetent-Dismissed. -
Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated &
Others - APPL 96 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 17/02/99 - Government Administration ...................................................... 670

Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limited-
The parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................ 709

Application to vary award re insertion of Freedom of choice provision-Applicant sought interim injunction compelling 1st Respondent
to offer a choice to new job applicants between contract of employment under the Award or a Workplace Agreement-Respondent
propounded two arguments firstly the substance and character of the application is not an industrial matter and secondly applying
sections 7a -7c of the Act the Commission is without jurisdiction to make an order effecting the rights to follow the separate
lawful stream of employment provided by the Workplace Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the categories of persons
involved had no present employment therefore there is no industrial matter to be found-The application under which the
injuncture application arises did not empower the Commission to make the orders sought-Dismissed. - Construction, Mining,
Energy, Timberyards, Sawmills and Woodworkers Union of Australia - & Others -v- RGC Mineral Sands Limited & Others -
APPL 2178 of 1998 - PARKS C - 22/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................ 829

Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of
a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education...................................................................................................................... 837

Application re unfair dismissal and jurisdiction determination-Applicant argued that he was still employed after the expiry of a
Workplace Agreement as a "as and when required" basis employee-Respondent argued that as the relationship was regulated by a
Workplace Agreement when the Applicant was last employed there was no dismissal to attract jurisdiction under the Industrial
Relations Act when that contract of employment expired-Commission found the claim attracts jurisdiction and nothing put to the
Commission disposes of the question as to whether the determination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair. - Mr A
Bodger -v- Cockburn Ice Arena Pty Ltd - APPL 1016 of 1996 - COLEMAN CC - 06/01/99 ........................................................... 851
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JURISDICTION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-Preliminary point -Jurisdiction-Whether applicants were employees-Parties provided written

submissions-Commission found documentation supporting both positions demonstrated that applicants were employees of
respondent at time of termination-However, on question of geographical area of jurisdiction the Commission could not determine
the issue on the facts -Application in relation to Mr Lee was dismissed-Order accordingly. - Mr SK Lee -v- Biologic International
Limited - APPL 1882, 1895 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 ............................................................................................................ 854

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -v-
Mimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ............................................................... 860

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed and wanted the matter to be determined in this jurisdiction-
Respondent argued Applicant's employment was under a Federal Agreement in conjunction with a Federal Award, and was
seeking relief under the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996-Commission found that the Applicant is not entitled to
make two claims, so as to in effect, hedge his bets and should elect to make the claim in one tribunal or the other-Dismissed - Mr
KA Fitzpatrick -v- Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture - APPL 2165,2166 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 09/02/99................................ 862

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed -
Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................ 866

Application re unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued he had been constructively dismissed that he was forced to resign on the grounds of
extreme stress-Respondent argued Applicant was not dismissed either constructively or otherwise but tendered resignation -
Commission found that the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of the Applicant's employment and that the
Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination-Dismissed - Mr LA Peredo -v- Metland Products - APPL 1311 of
1998 - FIELDING C - 13/01/99 - Sheet Metal Fabrication................................................................................................................ 867

Application re Contractual Entitlements-Applicant argued that he had not been paid a benefit to which he is entitled under his contract of
employment-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee and for that reason and other reasons the application
was without merit-Commission found that the Applicant had not been denied a benefit under a contract of employment-
Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Salpietro -v- Anthony & Sons Pty Ltd T/A West Boat Builders - APPL 988 of 1998 -
BEECH C - 19/02/99 - Boat .............................................................................................................................................................. 870

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, unfair and unjust and was seeking an order to that effect
from the Commission-Respondent argued that the Applicant's employment was under a federal award and the Commission does
not have jurisdiction in the matter -Commission found that it cannot ignore a federal award provision while it exists-Dismissed
for want of jurisdiction. - Mr VS Smith -v- G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd - APPL 778 of 1998 - BEECH C - 05/03/99............... 871

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because of her unavailability
to continue work by reason of illness and that she was dismissed over the telephone-Respondent argued that it never intended to
dismiss the Applicant over the telephone but wanted to do so when the Applicant returned to work-Commission found that the
Dismissal was not unfair-Dismissed. - Ms GL Tan -v- 'Gabriels' Cafe - APPL 1842 of 1998 - KENNER C - 12/02/99 - Cafes ....... 872

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 -
Decorative ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 875

Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................ 880

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951

2Appeal against Decision of Commission (79WAIG292) re Unfair Dismissal and Contractual Entitlements - Appellant argued that
Commission erred in its finding that the Application was lodged out of time, was a nullity and thus be dismissed for want of
jurisdiction - Counsel referred to the Act, Regulation and its interpretation - Full Bench found and interpreted the word lodge or
lodging as an act within the power of the Applicant, whereas, file or filing as an act done by the Registrar and/or his officers -
Further, the Application was a valid referral made within the twenty eight day time limit and lodged in accordance with the
regulations, thus, the Application could proceed - Upheld - Mrs G Satie -v- Swan Television and Radio Broadcasters Limited
trading as STW Channel 9 Perth - APPL 2238 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/BEECH C - 23/03/99 -
Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ...................................................................................................................................................... 955

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Learned
Magistrate erred in holding he did not have the jurisdiction to hear and determine the Complaints, that is, there was no
jurisdiction for the Industrial Magistrate's Court to deal with enforcement of Federal Awards - No appearance from the
Respondent - Honourable Minister for Labour Relations intervened - Full Bench found that the constitution of the Industrial
Magistrate's Court is a court of competent jurisdiction to deal with breaches of Federal awards, agreements and orders - Further
Full Bench found that there was no jurisdiction for the Full Bench to deal with this Appeal - Dismissed - LIQUOR,
HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Falcon Investigations and Security Pty Ltd - APPL 78 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./SCOTT C. - 17/03/99 - Security .............................................................................................................................. 963

2Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport....................................................................... 972
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JURISDICTION—continued
4Application for stay of order against decision of the Commission pending appeal to Full Bench - Appellant argued that Commission

erred in finding that it had jurisdiction under s.80E(7) of the Act to deal with the application - President reviewed the Act and
found that application for order for a stay of decision was a nullity because there was no decision within the meaning of s.49(2)
of the Act against which an appeal could be validly "instituted", within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act - President further
found that since the appeal as "instituted", was invalid and a nullity, no application for a stay could therefore be validly lodged
and the Commission as constituted had no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application before it - Ordered Accordingly -
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -
APPL 447 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 09/04/99 - Education.............................................................................................. 976

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was dismissed unfairly and that he was an employee of the Respondent
because he performed work at the Respondent's premises, was under the control of the Respondent's business and was wearing
the Respondent's uniform -Respondent argued it terminated the contract of Applicant's business and Applicant was not an
employee of its business-Commission found that the Applicant had not discharged the onus that rested upon him-Dismissed. - Mr
GA Marshall -v- Tonesports Pty Ltd ACN 076 450 229 T/A The Body Club - APPL 1615 of 1998 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 -
Fitness ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1190

Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to
the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency ..................................................... 1192

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that they were harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because they did not
respond to the proposal put by the trustees (Spencers)-Claimed reinstatement or compensation-Respondent argued all three
employees' contracts of employment came to an end at their initiative-Commission found that Mr and Mrs Sparks made it clear to
the Respondent that they no longer wished to be bound by a condition of their employment -Rejected the offer made by the
Respondent-Their dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and the claim was dismissed-Commission also found that Mrs
Mather's dismissal was unfair as it was not connected to the operational requirements of the Respondent or her conduct or
performance but because of the Sparks' dismissal and Granted her compensation. - Mr R Sparks -v- Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd
- APPL 1004, 1005, 1006 of 1998 - KENNER C - 26/03/99 - Hotel ................................................................................................. 1207

Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment
rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs -
Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 -
Government Administration .............................................................................................................................................................. 1215

Conference referred re compensation for loss of income -Applicant argued that employer had been deprived of opportunity to work in
accordance with agreement-Respondent denied any unfairness claiming as a result of inability to get required medical clearance-
Commission found clearance precondition to employment was jurisdictional barrier to application-Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Total Marine Services
Pty Ltd - CR 79 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 11/03/99 - Personal and Other Services ........................................................................... 1235

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

Application for alleged harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Applicant argued that application was lodged about a week after
employment was terminated, therefore it was within 28 days - No argument from Respondent - Commission found from the
documents provided, indication that the application was lodged approximately 4 months after termination - Commission also
found that Applicant's evidence was confusing, contradictory and unreliable and therefore, raised the question of time allowed by
s.29(2) of the I.R. Act, which provides that a claim of unfair dismissal cannot be made more than 28 days after the date of
termination - Commission concluded based on all evidence before it, and on the balance of probabilities, when Applicant's
employment terminated and it was unable to find that the application was made no more than 28 days after employment actually
terminated - Dismissed - Mr RL Hindle -v- JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services - APPL 2103 of 1998 - SCOTT C. -
03/05/99 - Personal Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 1447

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed-Commission found that the Application was filed in the
Commission beyond the time limitation of 28 days and the Applicant was a subcontractor -On these two counts the Commission
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the Applicant's claim -Discontinued for want of jurisdiction. - Mr GD Melhuish -v -
Perceptions Home Builders - APPL 134 of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 23/04/99 - Building .................................................................... 1454

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed that
he was not given any warning and was denied benefits under the contract that he was not given a week's notice of termination-
Respondent argued that the Applicant was given a week's notice of termination -Commission found that the dismissal was unfair
in all the circumstances and as the Applicant obtained other employment, only remedy sought was the denied contractual
entitlement-Granted - Mr B Notley -v- Northside Rentals - APPL 2273 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 22/04/99 - RENTALS................ 1456

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act -
Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................ 1712
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JURISDICTION—continued
Decision issued on 29/10/98 Interlocutory application to disqualify Counsel-Respondent alleged conflict of interest should preclude

Counsel from continuing to act and appear for applicant, argued both personal and general conflict issues-Applicant's Counsel
opposed propositions arguing not precluded by legal practitioners (WA) Professional conduct rules or other issues-Commission
decided there was jurisdiction to deal with matter-Considered principles regarding conflicts relating to personal and general
issues -Requisite tests to establish conflict not met-Counsel should not be precluded. - Mr A Ellis -v- The Grand Lodge of
Western Australia of Antient Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated & Other - APPL 517 of 1998 - KENNER C........................ 1723

Application for unfair dismissal-Commission found that it had jurisdiction in the matter-Because of the parties' locations, conducting a
hearing was not possible-Therefore, all parties consented to determining affidavit evidence and written submissions-Applicants
argued that they were not provided with any training and were not allowed to exercise the skills in running the complex-They
further argued that they were demoted as recorded in the Respondent's letter -Respondent argued that it had "cleared the air for a
promising relationship" for the Applicants to earn the respect of the staff to continue on trainee management -Commission was
unable to decide whether Applicants' resignation was capable of constituting dismissals for the purposes of the Act and if so
whether it was unfair -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr W Luff -v- DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd T/A WA/SA Border
Village - APPL 684,685 of 1998 - BEECH C - 26/05/99 - Hostel ..................................................................................................... 1746

Application for contractual entitlement-Applicant asserts that she was denied the right to independent arbitration under the employers
Fair Treatment System-Seeks declaration to that effect-Respondent argued jurisdiction not an "industrial matter" or a benefit
under a contract of employment-Various other arguments concerning arbitration including that the matter be dismissed or refrain
from hearing until the arbitrator has heard and determined the proceedings before him-Commission found that arbitration had not
been refused-Endorsed proposition of a separate contract-Dismissed. - Ms J O'Donoghue -v- Argyle Diamond Mines P/L - APPL
2172 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   .......................................................................................................................... 1750

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning -
APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration...................................................................................... 1758

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg  .................................... 1768

LONG SERVICE LEAVE
Appeal against requirement to register and make payments under the Construction Industry Portable Paid Long Service Leave Act-

Appellant argued that if any of its work fell within the Construction Industry then it was an adjunct to its real business and the
exclusions in the CIPPLSL Act removed it from the industry-Appellant further argued its employees were covered by workplace
agreements which provided LSL entitlements- Respondent argued that if the major and substantial part of the work was in the
construction industry then so was the Appellant-BOR found that the Appellant employed workers whose major and substantial
work was in the construction industry, however, the prime reason the Appellant was in business was not a purpose which easily
fell within the definition and the Appellant was not required to register-Upheld - Healy Airconditioning Pty Ltd -v- Construction
Industry Long Service Leave Payments Board - BOR 11 of 1998 - Board of Reference - SPURLING, J.A. - 21/01/99 -
Construction Trade Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 560

MANAGERIAL PREROGATIVE
Conference referred re Alcohol and Other Drugs Policy and Procedure - Applicant Unions argued that policy should test for impairment

rather than testing for drugs, disputed the penalties which apply following a positive test result and sought to reduce length of the
time records of offence that should be kept and higher cut-off levels for drug testing -Respondent argued that employee who has
a detectable level of a drug is "more than likely" to be impaired and the only practical method is to test for the presence of drugs -
Respondent further argued that claim was outside Commission's jurisdiction due to operation of s23(3)(d) of the Act and sought
for minimum level which drugs may be reliably detected - Commission found that the onus was on applicants to show that
circumstances warrant intervention and that CICS's conclusions in the 'BHP Case' is applicable -Further, Applicant's primary
objection could not be upheld as there was no evidence of a satisfactory alternative to testing for presence of drugs-Commission
found on the jurisdictional issue that the penal sanctions were not the same as would deny it jurisdiction pursuant to s.23(3)(d) of
the Act, that confidential records should be kept for 2 years and that Applicant's claim for a higher cut-off level had not been
made out due to the relevant provisions in the Rail Safety Act- Ordered Accordingly - Australian Railways Union of Workers,
West Australian Branch -v- Western Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 257 of 1998 - BEECH C - 20/01/99 -
Government Administration .............................................................................................................................................................. 1215

Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration................................................................................................................................................................................... 1430

MATERNITY LEAVE
Application to interpret the meaning of Clause 19 subclause (8) paragraph (c) Long Service Leave of the Award No. 39 of 1968-

Respondent directed the recipient employees bound by the Award to discontinue the past administrative practice of "payment of
pro-rata long service leave to hospital salaried officers resigning on the grounds of pregnancy either before or during maternity
leave"-Applicant contends that the resignation of an employee to undertake the role of primary care giver constitutes a
"retirement" within the meaning the Commission ascribed to in matter 646 of 1973 -Commission found that the parent who is to
undertake the role of primary care provider terminates their employment in order to fulfil that role, such amounts to a domestic
necessity which also has a degree of compulsion to resign necessary to bring it within the meaning of "Retirement" envisage by
Clause 19(8)(b) and the answer is affirmative. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of Workers)
-v- Royal Perth Hospital & Others - P 72 of 1995 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 ........................................................................................ 843
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MEAL BREAKS
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct

rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

MEAL MONEY
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied

contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire .......................................................................................... 1452

MISCONDUCT
Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that his dismissal occurred when the Respondent accused him of having an affair

with another employee, and of recommending a client to buy products from a retailer other than Respondent's nominated
supplier—Applicant said that Respondent refused to listen to his protestations and did not provide specific allegation when event
occurred—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for misconduct due to breach of fidelity in recommending the
products of a company other than the nominated supplier—Commission found on reviewing the authorities and evidence that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus of proof that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed—Dismissed.—Mr BW
Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries—APPL 156 of 1998—GREGOR C—17/12/98—Retailing..................... 251

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued the correct procedure was not followed in the
Applicant's dismissal. Respondent argued the Applicant had disregarded lawful instructions which had led to the irreparable
damage to a motor vehicle.—Commission could not find the Applicant's dismissal was unfair.—Dismissed.—Mr WE Hayward -
v- Southern Aboriginal Corporation CDEP Program—APPL 1118 of 1998—BEECH C—22/12/98—Community Services........... 280

Application for contractual entitlements and compensation for unfair dismissal—Preliminary point—Jurisdiction—Estoppel—Applicant
argues that a finding of a Review Officer pursuant to s.22 of the Workers Compensation and Rehabilitation Act 1981 acts as an
estoppel against the Respondent defending the claim by alleging the Applicant committed serious and wilful misconduct and that
"res judicata" applies—The Commission on the question of estoppel accepted the decision of the Review officer was a judicial
determination and that it was relevant to the proceedings before the Commission—Held Respondent estopped from arguing
conduct constituted misconduct etc.—Commission found that "res judicata" not relevant.—Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of
Companies—APPL 2031 of 1997—BEECH C—27/11/98—General Construction .......................................................................... 289

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he was not involved in a conspiracy to steal from the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant had acted improperly by not completing documentation record and being
evasive and uncooperative following investigation and interviews-Commission found that Respondent had conducted the
investigation and interviews in a proper manner and was satisfied that more than likely there was a fundamental breach of the
contract of employment-Dismissed. - Mr DL Gray -v- BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies - APPL 955 of 1998 - GREGOR C -
Building Structure Services ............................................................................................................................................................... 578

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration ............................................................................. 849

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed -
Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................ 866

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................ 1180

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870) re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and
law in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion -
Respondent argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the
complaint of the Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full
Bench found that the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL,
ENGIN UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C - 29/04/99 - Mining ................................................................................................................................ 1302

Application for unfair Dismissal-Applicant denies allegations that he committed misconduct by undertaking work privately to the
exclusion of his employer-Argued that the work was not of a kind which his employer performed -Respondent argued it had
informed employees of the need to obtain additional work and the work was of a kind either performed or which it had an
associated involvement -Commission found applicant in a position of trust and had denied his employer opportunity, that was
inconsistent with employees obligations-Dismissed. - Mr AM Batista -v- York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd t/a "Rockingham
Landscape Supplies" - APPL 1860 of 1998 - BEECH C - 03/05/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg .......................................... 1436

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was terminated without proper cause following
allegation of misconduct or alternatively constructively dismissed by her removal from the staffing roster-Respondent denied
either directly or indirectly accusing applicant of theft or advising that she had been dismissed but only removed her from roster
following her non-attendance-Commission preferred evidence from Respondent's witnesses-Rejected claims of harassment,
threats or accusations of misconduct at interview-Found applicant was neither terminated nor constructively dismissed-
Dismissed-Order issued - Ms SF De Ross -v- Miners and Workers Club - APPL 830 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 07/04/99 -
Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ................................................................................................................................................... 1440

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel .............................................................................................................................................................................. 1463
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Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was

constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture.................................................................................................................................................... 1741

Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed -
Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant -
Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining   .............................................................. 1753

Conference referred re dimissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction .............. 1772

NATURAL JUSTICE
2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer

of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -
v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1302

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment -
Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................. 1444

2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations
Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................ 1533

OVERTIME
Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as

prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awarded-
Granted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................ 863
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OVERTIME—continued
2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) regarding breach of award-Appellant argued that the learned

Industrial Magistrate erred in that the totality of the Applicant's evidence should have been considered, further the learned
Industrial Magistrate gave too much weight to the evidence of the Defendant's witnesses and did not take into account the
Defendant's acknowledged failure to keep records of time worked, as required by the award-Full bench found that the learned
Industrial Magistrate was entitled to prefer the evidence of the Defendant's two witnesses in relation to the allegation of the
overtime alleged to have been worked, both as to time and date - Dismissed. - The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. -v- Custom Vanities Pty Ltd - APPL 1868 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Furniture ............................................................................................................................. 959

Application for denied contractual benefits-Heard ex parte -Applicant claimed unpaid wages, time in lieu of overtime and pro-rata
annual leave-Commission applied tests set out in Simmons v Business Computers International Pty Ltd-Found no entitlement for
pro-rata leave-Upheld other claims-Order issued accordingly. - Mr T Cholkowski -v- Horizon Satellite Systems - APPL 1206 of
1998 - GREGOR C - 21/04/99 - Communication Services................................................................................................................ 1439

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire........................................................................................... 1452

PART-TIME
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a

permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs .................................................................................................................................................................................................. 603

PENALTY RATES
Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty

pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging.......................................................................... 557

PIECEWORK
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

PREFERENCE
2Appeal against the Decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported) re Enforcement of Section 96E(1)(a) of the Industrial Relations

Act 1979 -Appellant argued that natural justice at the trial was denied, that the findings departed substantially from the complaint
and the appellant had no notice of such departure and had no opportunity to meet it - Further, the learned Industrial Magistrate
was wrong in fact in finding that the threat made was the final act of the appellant in the implementation of its policy and the
Learned Industrial Magistrate ought to have dismissed the complaint having found that Cottrill was not an "Officer" of the
appellant within the meaning of Section 96H (2) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - Full Bench found that it was open to the
Industrial Magistrate to draw the inference and findings from the evidence and therefore, there was sufficient evidence for His
Worship to find that there was a policy of company "preference for unionists" on site, strong enough to enable Mr Cottrill to say,
within the scope of his authority as the "arranger of tenders", that persons would persons would not be able to come on site or be
accepted as "tenderers" if they did not have appropriate "union" membership - Further the Full Bench found as to the question of
natural justice being denied, that the case of agency was squarely raised by the charge itself, by the particulars and by the
evidence lead, the question of authority was covered in addresses, the Appellant had ample notice of the case against it, there was
adequate opportunity to call evidence to refute the evidence of the agency and to otherwise make submissions, thus the grounds
of appeal fail - Dismissed - Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd -v- Mr AG Shuttleton - APPL 2184 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 04/06/99 - Contracting ........................................................................................................................ 1533

PRINCIPLES
3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-

Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

1Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration .... 643
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PRINCIPLES—continued
2Appeal against Decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4432) re Compensation for Unfair Dismissal and an Application to extend time to

file Notice of Appeal Application-Applicant argued that extension of time application should be accepted because of the lack of
skill, knowledge and legal advice in Industrial Relation Law-Once legal advice sought prompt action was taken to lodge Appeal
against the Decision after allowing for the preparation and submissions of the Appeal-Further the Respondent would not suffer
any prejudice - Respondent argued the extension of time should not be granted and the Appeal against Decision of Commission
should fail - Full Bench found that the extension of time is not automatic and no proper or valid reasons for the length of the
delay and the reason for the delay were provided-Further no arguable case was submitted to the Full Bench and the Respondent
would suffer prejudice - Dismissed - Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2096 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/FIELDING C/SCOTT C. - 11/02/99........................................................................................................................... 645

1Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration ......................................... 945

3Application for variation to award to increase number of shifts for kiln crews-Referred to CICS as a special case pursuant to Wage
Fixing Principles-Part heard-Parties reached agreement and subsequently registered enterprise agreement-Applicant sought a
determination of matter as argued-Respondent submitted that the existing award forms safety net underpinning enterprise
bargaining-CICS considered evidence and submissions in the context of the Wage Fixing Principles-Current situation before
CICS was not one last resort, not appropriate to seek to arbitrate on a matter which a compromise had been reached by parties -
Contrary to the spirit and intent of the Principles -Dismissed. - Australian Fine China -v- BRICK, TILE & POTTERY UNION -
APPL 1384 of 1998 - Commission in Court Session - BEECH C/SCOTT C./KENNER C - 22/04/99 - Ceramic Product
Manufacturing ................................................................................................................................................................................... 1337

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ...................................................................................................................... 4

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commision was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not the
hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd (Under
Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various .............. 23

3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-
Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

4Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed -
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 369

Application re Failure to pay contractual benefits -Applicant alleges Respondent failed to pay contractual benefits that were incorporated
into a contract of employment-Applicant seeks production of documents showing the charges actually paid to prepare a case for
the hearing - Respondent argued there was never any contractual arrangement which would result in an entitlement to the claim-
Respondent presented a proposal to the Applicant and further argued that the proposal is not a binding contract -Commission
granted the Discovery of information and the Respondent is to produce documents to the Applicant to quantify the claim-Order
Issued. - Mr GT Evans -v- Midekeha Pty Ltd ACN 062 620 231 T/A Leederville Autocare - APPL 1522 of 1998 - GREGOR C -
25/02/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services ........................................................................................................................................ 861

Application for orders relating to production of documents and discovery-Written submissions provided-Respondent requested
production and inspection of the Applicant's current contract of employment-Respondent argued in relevance to mitigation of
loss-Applicant gave undertaking to give evidence under oath regarding that information -Commission held evidence sufficient for
purposes-Order refused-Further Applicant sought Respondent's (Financial documents)-Commission was unable to detect and the
grounds stated or answer file which raises into question the financial position of the Respondent-Order refused. - Mr H Fisher -v-
Foodland Associated Limited (ACN 008 667 650) & Other - APPL 1378 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/02/99 - Retailing..................... 889

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951
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PROCEDURAL MATTERS—continued
Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive

and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicle-
Respondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254, 255 of 1999 - FIELDING
C - 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ........................................................................................................................................... 1200

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged -
Dismissed - Mr BW Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................ 1293

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78WAIG3870)re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and law
in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion - Respondent
argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the complaint of the
Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full Bench found that
the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or oppressively
towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -
v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C
- 29/04/99 - Mining ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1302

2Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing............................... 1313

Application for costs by respondent following dismissal of unfair dismissal claim-Respondent submitted general principle that "costs
follow the event" arguing that it had served notice of its intent as application lacked merit -Applicant argued a lack of jurisdiction
to award costs pursuant to s23A of the Act, alternatively S.27(1)(c) is limited and does not include fees and is limited to third
party costs-Commission cited general policy-Found that it was not apparent until hearing that claim was ill founded -Not
convinced applicant's claim was groundless nor lacking substance-Application dismissed. - Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors - APPL 1218 of 1998 - COLEMAN CC - 07/05/99 - Milk Distribution......................................................................... 1438

Decision issued on 6/5/99 Application for interim order to dismiss or adjourn hearing-Respondent argued failure to comply with order
should result in dismissal or vacating of hearing dates until compliance-Applicant argued compliance but claimed objection to
production sought-Commission not persuaded that the applicant had failed to comply with the order, so as to warrant the granting
of application-Ordered inspection of documents forthwith. - Mr A Ellis -v- The Grand Lodge of Western Australia of Antient
Free and Accepted Masons Incorporated & Other - APPL 517 of 1998 - KENNER C ..................................................................... 1723

PUBLIC HOLIDAYS
Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct

rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

PUBLIC INTEREST
Application re unfair dismissal-No appearance from Applicant-Respondent argued that matter be dismissed as it was not in the public

interest to proceed given the Applicant's failure to attend-Respondent sought costs under section 27(1)(c) to recoup travel
expenses for its agent to attend proceedings in Kalgoorlie-Commission found that it was not in the public interest that there be
further proceedings-Commission reviewed and sections 27 and 26 of the Act and granted costs-Dismissed and costs awarded. -
Mr J Bergamaschi -v- Akudjura Pty Ltd T/A Akudjura Restaurant - APPL 1827 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - Cafes........................ 566

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distress-
Granted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ...................... 601

Application to register an Industrial Agreement-Minister for Labour Relations intervened to have Clause 30 " Other Agreements "
deleted from the Agreement-Minister argued that the Clause is not an industrial matter and could offend the Workplace
Agreements Act 1993-Commission found that the jurisdiction of the Commission regarding Industrial Agreements was limited-
The parties concerned entered into the Industrial Agreement quite freely and deliberately thus there was no valid reason why the
Agreement and the Clause should not be registered -Registered. - Australian Municipal, Administrative, Clerical and Services
Union of Employees, W.A. Clerical and -v- Australian Red Cross Blood Service, Western Australia - AG 268 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - 09/02/99 - Health Services........................................................................................................................................ 709

1Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration ......................................... 945
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PUBLIC INTEREST—continued
2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -

Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951

Application re Unfair Dismissal-This application is to be dismissed because the applicant has not reasonably complied with the
regulations nor pursued it reasonably-Commission found claim should be discontinued for want of reasonable prosecution. - Mr
JJ Bateup -v- Total Peripherals Group - APPL 1929 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 16/03/99 - Other Manufacturing .............................. 1186

2Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent -
Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining   ............................................................................................................................... 1318

2Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the
right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry........................................................................................................... 1543

Conference Referred re claim for site allowance - Applicant Unions argued that due to site's proximity to a swamp which led to insect
problems, exposure of site (no shade prior to erection of the warehouse), sandy soil and no parking facilities for employee's cars,
as well as distance to amenities, the site should attract an allowance - Respondents Armadale Concrete Tank Company Ltd and
Sound Plumbing - No appearance for Sound Plumbing either at the conference proceedings, nor at the hearing - Respondent
argued that Commission should exercise its discretion and dismiss the application as it was no longer in the public interest -
Further, Respondent argued that the employee/s were paid above award rate - Commission inspected the site and applied Sapri
Decision and found disabilities associated with sandier soil, insect problem and ordered that allowance of 75 cents per hour was
appropriate retrospective to the date of application - Granted - The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers
Union of Workers & Other -v- Armadale Concrete Tank Co - CR 357 of 1998 - BEECH C - 07/05/99 - General Construction ...... 1772

REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT
Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance

about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................ 281

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant was made redundant and argued dismissal unfair if the employer's payment to him is
inadequate-Sought two weeks payment for each year of service based on industry standards-Respondent since termination had
increased offer in respect of redundancy-Argued fair and reasonable offer-Commission applied 'a fair go all round' test-Unable to
conclude on evidence of industry standard or unfairness regarding amount-Satisfied that lack of consideration during process
constituted harsh treatment-Ordered compensation for period between dismissal and when Applicant could have been fairly
dismissed-Cases cited. - Mr FJ Rogers -v- Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd - APPL 1678 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 31/03/99 -
Construction Trade Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 1201

Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the
change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................ 1450

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed by reason of redundancy -Respondent argued that
the redundancy occurred when his position was amalgamated with another vacant position and trade qualification was important
in the combined position which the Applicant did not possess-Commission found that there was no unfairness in his dismissal for
the Commission to have intervened-Dismissed. - Mr B Thomas -v- Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd - APPL 589 of 1998 - BEECH C -
11/03/99 - Cleaning ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1463
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REDUNDANCY/RETRENCHMENT—continued
Application re alleged denial of contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that he was entitled to receive a redundancy entitlement even

though he had resigned prior to his position being made redundant-Respondent argued that offer of redundancy was an incentive
for employees to remain with the operation until there was no further work available-Commission found that applicant resigned
in the knowledge that he would not be paid the redundancy payment -Dismissed. - Mr MJ Linto -v- Oriole Resources Ltd - APPL
1443 of 1998 - BEECH C - 27/05/99 - Metal Ore Mining ................................................................................................................ 1744

Application for contractual entitlement-Applicant asserts that she was denied the right to independent arbitration under the employers
Fair Treatment System-Seeks declaration to that effect-Respondent argued jurisdiction not an "industrial matter" or a benefit
under a contract of employment-Various other arguments concerning arbitration including that the matter be dismissed or refrain
from hearing until the arbitrator has heard and determined the proceedings before him-Commission found that arbitration had not
been refused-Endorsed proposition of a separate contract-Dismissed. - Ms J O'Donoghue -v- Argyle Diamond Mines P/L - APPL
2172 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   .......................................................................................................................... 1750

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining   ....................................... 1765

REGISTRATION
2Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two

unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport....................................................................... 972

REINSTATEMENT
2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued

Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various .. 23

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing........................................................................................................... 268

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because the Respondent
did not consider the circumstances and no opportunity was given to respond.—Respondent argued that dismissal occurred
because of the Applicant's attitude to the situation. Further the Respondent requested that if the dismissal is deemed unfair then
compensation be ordered instead of reinstatement.—Commission found that dismissal was unfair and the Respondent did not
allow the Applicant the opportunity to respond. Further after ordering reinstatement the Commission ordered compensation as a
viable option.—Order issued.—Ms TP Harwood -v- Pearlside Investments Pty Ltd T/A Midland Monumental Works—APPL
1162 of 1998—GREGOR C—05/11/98—Funeral ............................................................................................................................ 275

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was unfairly demised and be reinstated in employment with the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant failed to obey directions given by his immediate supervisor—Commission
found that the Applicant was insubordinate and showed his preparedness to aggravate his superiors and directly challenged their
authority in an unsatisfactory way and his conduct was unwarranted, discriminatory and wrong—Commission further found that
the Applicant was no longer suitable to be retained in employment—Dismissed.—Mr C Rego -v- ERG Group of Companies—
APPL 1950 of 1997—PARKS C—06/01/99—Electronic Equpmnt Manufacture ............................................................................. 290

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal. - Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair because he was forced to leave his employment with the Respondent and thus constructively dismissed. -
Respondent argued that due to changes which took place with the nature of the work offered to the Applicant, the Applicant
declined and elected to no longer remain on the job. Further the respondent counselled the Applicant as to his conduct and
behaviour in the workplace. - Commission found that the Applicant was counselled as to his conduct and behaviour and the
dismissal had not been established. - Dismissed - Mr K Green -v- Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation & Other
- APPL 1574 of 1998 - KENNER C - Community Services.............................................................................................................. 582

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs................................................................................................................................................................................................... 603
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REINSTATEMENT—continued
Application for a claim of invalid recommendation-Applicant argued that its member had been unfairly dealt with by the withdrawal of

a recommendation to which she was recommended and that she be reinstated immediately-Respondent argued that the Public
Service Arbitrator did not have jurisdiction to deal with the matter to which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector
Management Act -Commission found that it is an industrial matter and did not relate to a breach of public sector standards and is
therefore not a matter in respect of which a procedure was referred to in the Public Sector Management Act-Further, the
preliminary matters raised as impediments to the conference proceedings were dismissed. - The Civil Service Association of
Western Australia Incorporated -v- Executive Director, Education Department of Western Australia - PSAC 74 of 1998 - Public
Service Arbitrator - SCOTT C. - 05/01/99 - Education...................................................................................................................... 837

Appeal against decision to terminate employment-Applicant argued that the decision of the Respondent was harsh, oppressive and unfair
and was seeking reinstatement or an alternative disciplinary outcome-Respondent argued that recent convictions struck at the
heart of the contract of employment so that it was untenable for the Respondent to continue with the relationship-Commission
found a valid reason to effect a dismissal and do not intend to interfere with the penalty that has been imposed-Dismissed. - Mr
PD Taylor -v- Ministry of Justice - PSAB 16 of 1998 - Public Service Appeal Board - GREGOR C - 04/03/99 - Government........ 909

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................ 1180

2Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair
dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent -
Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining   ............................................................................................................................... 1318

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment -
Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................. 1444

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-At the outset of the
proceedings Counsel for the applicant abandoned the claim for reinstatement-Was granted leave to amend application to include
the claim of benefit due to applicant under his contract of employment-Respondent denied that the applicant was dismissed and it
was asserted that he repudiated the contract of employment-The Commission found that the material employment contract was
not for a fixed term-Commission further found that the sum of wages and the bonus payment were not terms of the contract of
employment-The claim of unfair dismissal was dismissed. - Mr KD Adamini -v- Theodore William Arthur Harris & Ada Ellen
Harris - APPL 144 of 1996 - PARKS C - 13/05/99 - Fishing   ......................................................................................................... 1714

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance review-
Applicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to non-
economic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -v-
Quinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School   ....................................................................... 1718

Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed -
Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant -
Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining   .............................................................. 1753

SAFETY
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249
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SAFETY—continued
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of

alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration ............................................................................. 849

Conference Referred re "Site Clean Shaven Policy"-Applicant sought Order to prevent the Westrail drivers from the policy of being
clean shaven before entering the smelter site of WMC Resources Ltd-Further argued that the Drivers not only spend short periods
at smelter but are not rostered regularly and Westrail did not try hard enough in its discussions with WMC to seek an exemption
for its drivers-Respondent argued although it did not have a policy of its own as such, as a contractor it must abide with the safety
conditions of WMC-Commission issued a declaration that Westrail's requirement is not unfair but required it to make special
arrangements including the option of transfer for employees who wears beard for medical reasons -Otherwise dismissed. -
Western Australian Government Railways Commission -v- The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's and
Cleaners' Union of Workers - CR 2 of 1999 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 - Rail ....................................................................................... 1223

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because he was concerned about safety standards when
working on live cables-Respondent argued that a few employees including the Applicant were made redundant as it failed to
receive further contracts with Western Power-Commission found although the Applicant indicated that there were safety issues to
resolve they were not issues to be pursued in this Commission and that the dismissal was not unfair for procedural reasons -
Dismissed. - Mr BC Mosson -v- Brear & Doonan - APPL 2187 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 - Electrical ................................... 1455

SHIFT WORK
Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the

change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................ 1450

SICK LEAVE
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

Application for alleged denial of contractual entitlements—Applicant argued that an accrual of sick leave should have been paid out on
retirement as per Employer's policy—Commission found on the balance of probabilities that the evidence did not support the
claim—Dismissed.—Mr TH Scriven -v- Email Limited—APPL 752 of 1998—GREGOR C—18/12/98—Electronic Equpmnt
Manufacture ...................................................................................................................................................................................... 294

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

STANDDOWN
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

STAY OF PROCEEDINGS
4Application for stay of operation of order pending appeals to Full Bench—Respondent proffered an undertaking not to attempt to

enforce the orders until the appeals had been heard and determined or otherwise disposed of—President found it in the
Applicant's interests to adjourn proceedings with the right to bring the matter on—Adjourned Sine Die—Miss PJ Pisconeri -v-
Laurens & Munns Incorporating Munns Nominees Pty Ltd & George Laurens (WA) Pty Ltd—APPL 2185 of 1998—Full
Bench—SHARKEY P—23/12/98—Various..................................................................................................................................... 26

4Application for stay of operation of decision of Commission pending appeal to Full Bench-Respondent argued there was no jurisdiction
to hear the application-President found that the application had been filed when no notice of appeal had been filed within the 21
day period-President found there was no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application which was a nullity- Dismissed -
Rosemist Holdings Pty Ltd -v- Mr FA Khoury - APPL 2213 of 1998 - President - SHARKEY P - 19/01/99 - Food, Beverage and
Tobacco Mfg ..................................................................................................................................................................................... 369

1Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to the Industrial Appeal Court against the Decision of the Commission in Court Session
(79 WAIG 33) re: Application to vary awards - Appellants argued that pending the Decision of the Industrial Appeal Court, the
inconvenience caused in the absence of Stay required the employers nevertheless to make the allegedly retrospective payments
ordered by the Commission in Court Session - There was no agreement from the Respondent but supported an early hearing date
and early decision being handed down - IAC found that Stay of Order be granted as the argument by the Appellants was of
considerable substance- Granted. - Western Australian Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous
Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of 1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - - 25/02/99 - Government Administration .... 643

4Application for Stay of Order pending Appeal to Full Bench -Applicant argued significant administrative inconvenience would occur
pending the decision of Appeal-Respondent argued that the fruits of the Commission's Order have been deprived for over two
months-President found that the Application for a Stay was not made after an Appeal was instituted because the Appeal was a
nullity, there being no decision in existence against which an appeal could be instituted-The Appeal is incompetent-Dismissed. -
Director General of the Ministry for Culture and the Arts -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated &
Others - APPL 96 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 17/02/99 - Government Administration ...................................................... 670
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STAY OF PROCEEDINGS—continued
4Application for stay of order against decision of the Commission pending appeal to Full Bench - Appellant argued that Commission

erred in finding that it had jurisdiction under s.80E(7) of the Act to deal with the application - President reviewed the Act and
found that application for order for a stay of decision was a nullity because there was no decision within the meaning of s.49(2)
of the Act against which an appeal could be validly "instituted", within the meaning of s.49(11) of the Act - President further
found that since the appeal as "instituted", was invalid and a nullity, no application for a stay could therefore be validly lodged
and the Commission as constituted had no jurisdiction to hear and determine the application before it - Ordered Accordingly -
Managing Director, South Metropolitan College of TAFE -v- The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -
APPL 447 of 1999 - President - SHARKEY P - 09/04/99 - Education.............................................................................................. 976

Application for stay of operation of part of decision of Industrial Magistrate pending appeal to the Full Bench -Applicant asserted
possible difficulties in recovery if appeal was successful-Respondent undertook to refund penalty ordered in that event-President
referred to Principles-Found the 'balance of convenience' lies with Respondent-No serious issue to be tried-Dismissed. - Toscana
WA Pty Ltd -v- The Western Australian Builders' Labourers, Painters & Plasterers Union of Workers - APPL 206 of 1999 -
President - SHARKEY P - 15/03/99.................................................................................................................................................. 1247

SUPERANNUATION
Application re contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been allegedly denied contractual entitlements accrued pursuant to

the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act-Respondent argued the Annual Leave and Superannuation were within the
Industrial Magistrates jurisdiction -Applicant also filed an application in the Magistrate's Court-Commission found both Annual
Leave and Superannuation were beyond the Commission's jurisdiction but ordered the Respondent to pay other contractual
Benefit to the Applicant and the Applicant to pay costs to the Respondent -Granted. - Mr GB Oates -v- Sanders Executive Pty
Ltd T/A LJ Hooker Morley - APPL 474 of 1998 - KENNER C - 17/03/99 - Real Estate Agency ..................................................... 1192

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGE
3Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise

from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia -
APPL 1532 of 1990; CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education.......... 648

Conference referred re redundancy-Applicant union argued that provisions of the Award give the employees a benefit; that the
Respondent did not inform the union of its intention to terminate the services of its employees and was seeking an Order that its
members who were terminated be paid a severance or redundancy payment in addition to existing entitlements-Respondent
argued that the award applied to employees whose employment was going to be terminated and the reasons for the termination
were not such as to activate the provision of the Award and the dismissal resulted from technological change-The Respondent
further argued that the real reason for the dismissal was related to financial considerations and production difficulties which are
not reasons within the scope of clause 35 of the Award-Commission found that the termination resulted from a down-turn in the
market for gold and because of the cessation of mining operations-That the severance payment of the kind sought by the
Applicant union should be paid-Ordered accordingly. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial
Union of Workers -v- St Barbara Mines Limited - CR 189 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 27/05/99 - Mining  ........................................ 1765

TERMINATION
2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 2444) re unfair dismissal. adjourned from (78 WAIG 3635) -Supplementary

Reasons re whether Full Bench could award compensation and if so the amount—Appellant argued that compensation should
reflect loss of income to the date of hearing and future losses after mitigation to reflect a reduced earning capacity and loss of job
security—Appellant further sought payment for injury comprising of 'personal psychological consequences' including the effect
on the Appellant's family, and loss of reputation—Respondent argued a one off bonus should not be included in the calculation-
Full Bench reviewed authorities and s23A of the IRACT1979, principles for awarding compensation, and assessed the Loss to
the date of hearing, reasonable notice and ongoing loss, the claim for injury and loss of reputation- Granted in part—Mr R
Bogunovich -v- Bayside Western Australia Pty Ltd—APPL 939 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/KENNER C—23/12/98—Construction Trade Services .............................................................................................................. 8

2Appeal against decision of Commission (78 WAIG 3576) re to adjourn proceedings in unfair dismissal claim-Appellant argued
Commission erred in requiring that the Appellant seek leave of the Supreme Court before the application proceeded, that the
administrators of the Respondent consented to the application proceeding, the Commission was not a court for the purpose of the
Corporation Law and did not have jurisdiction and the objects of that Act were not affected by a determination by the
Commission—Full Bench reviewed authorities and found that the Commission being a 'court' and no leave being granted by a
'court' as defined and the application being a proceeding, the Commission was required by s471B of the Corporations Law not
the hear and determine the Appellant's application and did not err—Dismissed—Mr P Helm -v- Hansley Holdings Pty Ltd
(Under Administration)—APPL 1758 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—18/12/98—Various .. 23

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he
requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that his dismissal occurred when the Respondent accused him of having an affair
with another employee, and of recommending a client to buy products from a retailer other than Respondent's nominated
supplier—Applicant said that Respondent refused to listen to his protestations and did not provide specific allegation when event
occurred—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for misconduct due to breach of fidelity in recommending the
products of a company other than the nominated supplier—Commission found on reviewing the authorities and evidence that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus of proof that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed—Dismissed.—Mr BW
Altaras -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries—APPL 156 of 1998—GREGOR C—17/12/98—Retailing..................... 251

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he performed adequately and that Respondent's decision to move Applicant to an
alternative position constituted a dismissal—Applicant also argued that dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because
Respondent had no substantive basis to dismiss the Applicant nor was the Applicant afforded procedural fairness—Respondent
argued that whilst its conduct may be characterised as a demotion, the Applicant accepted the proposition but elected to not
accept alternatives and left the employment of his own free will—Commission found on evidence that it was never the
Respondent's intention to sever the employment relationship, and that the Applicant was counselled as to his poor performance
and attitude—Commission therefore found that there has not been harshness, oppressiveness or unfairness established in the
matter—Dismissed.—Mr D Bates -v- BGC Transport—APPL 961 of 1998—KENNER C—17/12/98—Road................................ 254
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TERMINATION—continued
Application for alleged unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because of the victimisation endured for being on

workers compensation.—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dishonest and could not be trusted to perform the duties in a
manner consistent with the Respondent's best interests.—Commission found that the actions of the Respondent in terminating the
Applicant were reasonable and the Applicant was dishonest and untrustworthy.—Dismissed.—Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors—APPL 1218 of 1998—COLEMAN CC—29/12/98—Road Transport ......................................................................... 258

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant claimed that dismissal was unfair and alleged that he had been targeted by the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed for being aggressive and refusing a lawful instruction—
Commission found that the Applicant misconceived the Respondent's statements concerning working arrangements and further
found that the Applicant's behaviour resulted in his dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr BHK Brown -v- Ocean View Pty Ltd T/A BP
Dog Swamp—APPL 1371 of 1998—KENNER C—16/12/98—Motor............................................................................................. 262

Application re Unfair Dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because employment was of a part-time nature and not
casual.—Respondent argued Applicant was employed on a casual basis and worked regular hours by choice.—Commission
found that the parties engaged in a series of casual contracts of employment.—Dismissed for want of jurisdiction.—Mr SD Coad
-v- Dalstar Pty Ltd T/A The Skippers Club—APPL 2311, 2312 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—22/12/98—Transport Industry .............. 266

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that she was treated unfairly by a fellow employee and had her hours reduced to nil
which led to her being informed there was no work for her, she was also presented with a separation certificate stating
termination was due to shortage of work and that she did not cease work voluntarily—Respondent offered no explanation as to
why her hours were reduced or the reason for her dismissal—Commission found on evidence that Applicant was unfairly
dismissed that reinstatement and compensation should be allowed—Granted.—Mrs SM Ford -v- Fantail Holdings Pty Ltd—
APPL 710 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/11/98—Food Retailing........................................................................................................... 268

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued the correct procedure was not followed in the
Applicant's dismissal. Respondent argued the Applicant had disregarded lawful instructions which had led to the irreparable
damage to a motor vehicle.—Commission could not find the Applicant's dismissal was unfair.—Dismissed.—Mr WE Hayward -
v- Southern Aboriginal Corporation CDEP Program—APPL 1118 of 1998—BEECH C—22/12/98—Community Services........... 280

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—The Applicant approached his employer and received an assurance
about his job security prior to entering into a financial agreement—He was subsequently made redundant—The Applicant
believes that his selection related to the recent expiry of his Job Start subsidy—He also argues that he was more experienced than
his brother who was retained and that the reason given was not a genuine reason—The Respondent argued that the reorganisation
was legitimate and handled responsibly—The Commission having considered the relevant test "a fair go all round" considered
that the Applicant had failed to discharge the onus—Commission found that the redundancy was genuine—However, found that
the Applicant was misled as to the security of his employment and there was a lack of proper discussion about the redundancy
itself—Found unfairness—Granted.—Mr DC Howarth -v- The Mattress Renovators (Perth)—APPL 918 of 1998—SCOTT C.—
27/11/98—Household........................................................................................................................................................................ 281

Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair—Respondent argued Applicant's
employment was not terminated until the time correspondence was passed between the solicitors and the Applicant also sought to
clarify her employment status—Consideration was then given to terminate the Applicant's employment when it was found that
the relationship between the parties had completely broken down—Commission found that the Applicant was given the fair go,
particularly given the underlying relationship as doctor and patient—Dismissed.—Ms ET Klatt -v- George O'Neil Pty Ltd—
APPL 780 of 1998—SCOTT C.—22/12/98—Medical ..................................................................................................................... 282

Application re unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued that termination which came soon after taking issue with the manager re verbal
abuse and sexual harassment was unfair.—Respondent argued that Applicant's termination was due to lack of performing certain
duties and not raising work performance.—Commission found Applicant's work performance had not improved and the
comments made with sexual connotations were in jest and could not find the dismissal harsh or oppressive.—Dismissed.—Ms
KL Markham -v- Hannan Containerised Furniture Removals—APPL 1455 of 1996—COLEMAN CC—31/12/98—Furniture....... 286

Application for alleged unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed—Respondent argued that the Applicant
was not performing well in the position and that it was essential to terminate his employment for the ongoing health of the
business—Commission found that there has been no unfair dismissal—Dismissed.—Mr AH Masters -v- Emporess Pty Ltd—
APPL 823 of 1998—GREGOR C—10/12/98—Hire......................................................................................................................... 287

Application for unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and be reinstated in employment with the
Respondent—Respondent argued that the Applicant failed to obey directions given by his immediate supervisor—Commission
found that the Applicant was insubordinate and showed his preparedness to aggravate his superiors and directly challenged their
authority in an unsatisfactory way and his conduct was unwarranted, discriminatory and wrong—Commission further found that
the Applicant was no longer suitable to be retained in employment—Dismissed.—Mr C Rego -v- ERG Group of Companies—
APPL 1950 of 1997—PARKS C—06/01/99—Electronic Equpmnt Manufacture ............................................................................. 290

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements—Preliminary Point—Jurisdiction—whether application filed within
time—Application faxed to Registry on last day for lodgment of documents—Originals subsequently filed with appropriate fee—
Applicant argues that the view of the filing not being effective until the fee is paid offends the principle in s26 of the Act—
Commission held that filing not effected until the payment of the fee—Dismissed claim for unfair dismissal.—Mrs G Satie -v-
STW Channel Nine—APPL 727 of 1998—SCOTT C.—30/10/98—Motion Picture Radio & TV Serv ........................................... 292

Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual entitlements.—Applicant argued that dismissal was harsh and unfair and
there was an employee—employer relationship.- Respondent argued that the Applicant was a contractor and not an employee.—
Commission found that the arrangement between the parties was one of a contract for service.—Dismissed for want of
jurisdiction.—Mr G Sproule -v- Boyanup Capel Dardanup Football Club Inc (Boyanup Tavern)—APPL 1646 of 1998—
GREGOR C—22/12/98—Sport and Recreation................................................................................................................................ 296

Application for reinstatement on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because process of
investigation, delays and victimisation were unfair—Respondent argued that a history of problems associated with employee's
performance and attitude were the reasons for terminating employment—Further, reasonable and fair procedures were followed
before termination—Commission found that employee did demonstrate a number of problems in his attitude—Further the
Respondent did deal with the termination reasonably and fairly—Dismissed.—The Forest Products, Furnishing and Allied
Industries Industrial Union of Workers, W.A. Branch -v- Bunnings Forest Products—CR 196 of 1998—SCOTT C.—15/12/98—
Forestry and Logging ........................................................................................................................................................................ 304

Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the
Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contractual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. -
Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture .................................................................... 563

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was unfair because employment contract changes within the
workplace and was left with limited options and not prepared to take a lower remuneration- Respondent argued that several
employees were made redundant and the applicant was offered a position with a lower remuneration-Commission found that the
Applicant had decided not to accept the Respondent's offer and would leave-Further the Commission found that the applicant's
own conduct terminated employment contract-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr M Atkins -v- Extol Pty Ltd - APPL 1650
of 1998 - GREGOR C - Other Mining .............................................................................................................................................. 564
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TERMINATION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-No appearance from Applicant-Respondent argued that matter be dismissed as it was not in the public

interest to proceed given the Applicant's failure to attend-Respondent sought costs under section 27(1)(c) to recoup travel
expenses for its agent to attend proceedings in Kalgoorlie-Commission found that it was not in the public interest that there be
further proceedings-Commission reviewed and sections 27 and 26 of the Act and granted costs-Dismissed and costs awarded. -
Mr J Bergamaschi -v- Akudjura Pty Ltd T/A Akudjura Restaurant - APPL 1827 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - Cafes ....................... 566

Application for compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal -Applicant argued that the Respondent breached a commitment allowing
Applicant to work as many hours as he wanted, which Applicant claims amounted to a constructive dismissal -Respondent denied
Applicant had been dismissed and opposed any order for compensation-Commission reviewed authorities and found that
Applicant had not discharged the onus of establishing that Respondent had constructively dismissed him-Dismissed. - Mr DW
Bonson -v- Ivory Investments Pty Ltd T/A "Dome" Mandurah - APPL 670 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Cafes.................................... 567

Application re unfair dismissal and alleged denied contractual benefits in terms of wages and pro rata annual leave-Applicant argued
that he was unfairly dismissed as a result of an expectation by the employer that he was to perform additional duties-Applicant
further argued that he was not formally aware of the expectations-Commission found that the Applicant was not capable of
performing the additional duties-Commission dismissed this part of the application-It was further found by the Commissioner
that the Applicant was entitled to payment of certain wages as part of his employment of contract-The pro rata annual leave and
leave loading claim was not pursued by the Applicant-Granted in part. - Mr CV Corten -v- Burswood Gardens Strata Co - APPL
1310 of 1998 - BEECH C - Accommodation..................................................................................................................................... 570

Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair and that there was an employee -employer relationship. -
Respondent argued the preliminary point that the relationship was that of subcontractor and principal. - Commission applied the
employment tests to determine whether the relationship was one of employee -employer or independent contractor and principal.
Commission found the respondent did not reserve to itself the right to control the Applicant in the performance of his contract,
the mode of remuneration was generally by a rate for the task, tax deductions were according to the systems appropriate to
subcontractors, the Applicant had the ability to engage labour and the Applicant was in business for himself. - Dismissed for
want of jurisdiction. - Mr S Coulcher -v- Architectural Ceiling Systems Pty Ltd - APPL 944 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Building
Structure Services.............................................................................................................................................................................. 572

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal for alleged dishonesty-Applicant argued dismissal was effected without
"Procedural Fairness", inconsistent with similar Respondent employees and denies dishonest conduct-Respondent argued
Applicant dishonestly claimed reimbursement for expenses not incurred, retained paid money to which she was not entitled-
Commission found the procedures adopted by the Respondent were reasonable having regard to the complaint of alleged
dishonesty-Further the Commission found the Applicant has not made her case that termination of employment was either harsh,
oppressive or unfair-Dismissed. - Mrs C Down -v- Argyle Diamond Mines Pty Ltd - APPL 1725 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Other
Mining............................................................................................................................................................................................... 574

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements.- Applicant sought contractual entitlements in the form of wages and monies in
lieu of notice, clothing and equipment allegedly wrongfully retained by the Respondent.- No appearance and response from the
Respondent. - Commission found that wage entitlements were made out but the Commission had no jurisdiction to monies re
allegedly retained clothing and equipment. - Granted in part. - Mr JA England -v- Rodney Houghton - APPL 2067 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - Commercial Fishing ................................................................................................................................................. 577

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he had not abandoned his job -Respondent argued
that Applicant had abandoned his employment and there was no work for the Applicant -Commission found that reinstatement or
re-employment is impracticable because the Applicant do not have a site clearance-Dismissed. - Mr DJ Duke -v- Byrnecut
Mining Pty Ltd - APPL 1360 of 1998 - BEECH C - Metal Ore Mining ........................................................................................... 577

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he was not involved in a conspiracy to steal from the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant had acted improperly by not completing documentation record and being
evasive and uncooperative following investigation and interviews-Commission found that Respondent had conducted the
investigation and interviews in a proper manner and was satisfied that more than likely there was a fundamental breach of the
contract of employment-Dismissed. - Mr DL Gray -v- BGC (Concrete) Group of Companies - APPL 955 of 1998 - GREGOR C -
Building Structure Services ............................................................................................................................................................... 578

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal. - Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh,
oppressive and unfair because he was forced to leave his employment with the Respondent and thus constructively dismissed. -
Respondent argued that due to changes which took place with the nature of the work offered to the Applicant, the Applicant
declined and elected to no longer remain on the job. Further the respondent counselled the Applicant as to his conduct and
behaviour in the workplace. - Commission found that the Applicant was counselled as to his conduct and behaviour and the
dismissal had not been established. - Dismissed - Mr K Green -v- Kununurra Region Economic Aboriginal Corporation & Other
- APPL 1574 of 1998 - KENNER C - Community Services.............................................................................................................. 582

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant argued that the employment contract was for a fixed term and this
was terminated prior to the completion of the employment contract. - Respondent argued that the Applicant's contract of
employment was subject to there being a project and that the Applicant was employed for the period whilst there was a project. -
Commission accepted the Applicant's evidence and found the Respondent had a liability under its employment contract with the
Applicant. - Granted. - Mr R Harrington-Smith -v- Eastern Goldfields Aboriginal Corporation Resource Agency & Other - APPL
1279 of 1998 - BEECH C - Community Services.............................................................................................................................. 586

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because his conduct was not improper as suggested by
Respondent-Respondent argued that Applicant allegedly dismissed for misconduct-Commission found that the evidence of the
Applicant and the Respondent differed as to the circumstances of the alleged assault-Further, the evidence of the Applicant
supported the Respondent's allegations-Dismissed. - Mr VR Holloway -v- Jamsan Security Patrols - APPL 1726 of 1998 -
FIELDING C - Security .................................................................................................................................................................... 588

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because the Respondent had changed a contractual agreement
that had already been agreed to whilst on probation-Respondent argued that the Applicant refuted an employment offer in
relation to other position -Commission found that there was conflicting evidence -Further, found that the termination came about
because of the Applicant's unreasonable reaction to the Respondent's withdrawal of an offer made to the Applicant-Commission
found the Respondent did not abuse his rights to dismiss and did not warrant the Commission's intervention-Dismissed - Mr S
Karta -v- Rosendorff Diamond Jewellers Pty Ltd - APPL 1317 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Jewellery..................................................... 590

Application re Unfair Dismissal. - Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because he removed a ceiling fan from a vacated room
with the previous occupants permission. - Respondent argued that the room had been re-assigned to another employee who had
the Respondent's permission to keep the fan. - Further the Respondent argued that the removal of the fan was unauthorised and
contravened proper maintenance procedures. - Commission found that the termination was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and did
not warrant the Commission's intervention. - Dismissed. - Mr CM Melkus -v- P & O Catering & Services Pty Ltd - APPL 534 of
1998 - SCOTT C. - Building Structure Services................................................................................................................................ 593

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -v-
Metland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication .......................................................................... 597
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TERMINATION—continued
Application re Unfair Dismissal.- Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because the respondent was aware and had agreed to

the Applicant working less hours due to family commitments. - Respondent argued that there was an understanding with the
Applicant that the Applicant would not work less than 40 hours per week by either starting earlier or finishing later. -
Commission found that the applicant could not work the required hours per week and found that the Applicant contract of
Service specified a probationary period. Further the Commission found that the hours of work was a major performance issue and
the dismissal was not unfair. - Dismissed. - Mrs RDZ Sackett -v - Hiform Concrete Pty Ltd - APPL 360 of 1998 - BEECH C -
General Construction ........................................................................................................................................................................ 599

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Respondent argued the dismissal was due to Applicant's inability to
meet sales budgets-Applicant claimed he had not been given proper opportunity to deal with the employer's concern-Commission
found Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent that the sales budgets were set without
proper consultation and consideration to relative local conditions was not given any warning the Applicant's employment was in
jeopardy-Commission awarded compensation for loss in terms of wages and injury suffered through humiliation and distress-
Granted. - Mr FJ Scott -v- Consolidated Paper Industries - APPL 637 of 1998 - KENNER C - Paper Manufacturing ...................... 601

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was employed on a
permanent part-time basis but was dropped back to a casual position and later informed she would not be offered any more work-
Applicant claimed she was well presented, punctual and hardworking and that no shortcomings were brought to her attention-
Respondent argued that Applicant's services were terminated because her work rate was too slow and her demeanour
unacceptable -Commission found that the removal from permanent part-time work and placement as a casual employee
amounted to a termination-Commission further found that reinstatement would be impracticable and that compensation of three
weeks income be paid to Applicant-Granted. - Ms AM Wilkinson -v- Beeches Tavern - APPL 1010 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC -
Pubs................................................................................................................................................................................................... 603

Application re unfair dismissal-Counsel for Respondent made an application to the Commission that the application be dismissed for
want of prosecution-Commission found that the applicant was duly notified of the proceedings and failed to advise the
Commission that he was not prepared to proceed -Dismissed for want of prosecution. - Mr DR Richardson -v- Legion Pty &
Jones Partners T/A Alu Glass - APPL 1695 of 1998 - KENNER C - 21/01/99 - Glass   ................................................................... 603

Application re unfair dismissal and unpaid contractual entitlements-Applicant argued he had no other option but to accept offer to
become a sub-contractor, although he claimed there was no change in the substance of the relationship between him and the
Respondent-Respondent argued that the Applicant was not an employee at the time the relationship came to an end and that the
Commission lacked jurisdiction to deal with the matter-Commission found on reviewing authorities and evidence that Applicant
was not an employee and the relationship between the parties was not one of employer/employee-Commission further found that
it had no jurisdiction to deal with the claim -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr T Williamson -v- Kresta Blinds Limited -
APPL 1524 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Textile ........................................................................................................................................ 604

Conference Referred re unfair dismissal-Applicant claimed that a worker had been unfairly dismissed or alternatively unfairly not re-
engaged in employment following expiry of a fixed term contract-Respondent argued that no expectation was given of continuing
employment-Further employment ended due to effluxion of time-Commission upheld Respondent's view on unfair dismissal
claim in relation to Respondent's failure to re-employ- The Commission found that the decision had not been shown to be wrong
or flawed-Onus had not been discharged-Dismissed. - Hospital Salaried Officers Association of Western Australia (Union of
Workers) -v- Lower North Metropolitan Health Services - PSACR 9 of 1997 - PARKS C - 16/02/99 - Community Services.......... 841

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration ............................................................................. 849

Application re unfair dismissal and jurisdiction determination-Applicant argued that he was still employed after the expiry of a
Workplace Agreement as a "as and when required" basis employee-Respondent argued that as the relationship was regulated by a
Workplace Agreement when the Applicant was last employed there was no dismissal to attract jurisdiction under the Industrial
Relations Act when that contract of employment expired-Commission found the claim attracts jurisdiction and nothing put to the
Commission disposes of the question as to whether the determination of employment was harsh, oppressive or unfair. - Mr A
Bodger -v- Cockburn Ice Arena Pty Ltd - APPL 1016 of 1996 - COLEMAN CC - 06/01/99 ........................................................... 851

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant alleges he was not given any warning that his employment
was in jeopardy-Respondent argued Applicant's poor work resulted in dismissal-Commission found the Applicant had not been
given serious counselling and the dismissal was indeed unfair-Granted. - Mr B Calthorpe -v- TAHL Holding Pty Ltd - APPL 325
of 1998 - BEECH C - 01/02/99 ......................................................................................................................................................... 853

Application re unfair dismissal-Preliminary point -Jurisdiction-Whether applicants were employees-Parties provided written
submissions-Commission found documentation supporting both positions demonstrated that applicants were employees of
respondent at time of termination-However, on question of geographical area of jurisdiction the Commission could not determine
the issue on the facts -Application in relation to Mr Lee was dismissed-Order accordingly. - Mr SK Lee -v- Biologic International
Limited - APPL 1882, 1895 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 ............................................................................................................ 854

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual benefits -Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed and
claimed payment of non-award contractual benefits which was denied to her-Respondent argued that the Applicant's performance
was not upto its expectation-Commission found that the dismissal was not unfair and an agreement was made that the money be
deducted and pay in lieu of notice was not a condition of the Applicant's contract of employment-Dismissed. - Ms PC Cronin -v-
Mimi Wong Ferguson - Joy Tours - APPL 1367 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 04/03/99 - Travel ............................................................... 860

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed and wanted the matter to be determined in this jurisdiction-
Respondent argued Applicant's employment was under a Federal Agreement in conjunction with a Federal Award, and was
seeking relief under the Commonwealth Workplace Relations Act 1996-Commission found that the Applicant is not entitled to
make two claims, so as to in effect, hedge his bets and should elect to make the claim in one tribunal or the other-Dismissed - Mr
KA Fitzpatrick -v- Baulderstone Clough Joint Venture - APPL 2165, 2166 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 09/02/99............................... 862

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awarded-
Granted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................ 863

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and did not warrant dismissal for a
minor altercation with another employee-Respondent argued Applicant was demoted for an incidence of misconduct and did not
start work in his new position-Commission found the dismissal was not unfair and an order was issued accordingly-Dismissed -
Mr KL Noack -v- BGC Group of Companies - APPL 2031 of 1997 - BEECH C - 12/02/99 ............................................................ 866

Application re unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued he had been constructively dismissed that he was forced to resign on the grounds of
extreme stress-Respondent argued Applicant was not dismissed either constructively or otherwise but tendered resignation -
Commission found that the Respondent was the effective cause of the termination of the Applicant's employment and that the
Applicant was himself largely the architect of the termination-Dismissed - Mr LA Peredo -v- Metland Products - APPL 1311 of
1998 - FIELDING C - 13/01/99 - Sheet Metal Fabrication................................................................................................................ 867
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Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because his relationship with

the Respondent and the circumstances of his employment were quite happy until the latter part of that employment-Respondent
argued that the Applicant's employment had terminated by the Applicant when he decided to leave-Commission found that the
Applicant had not discharged the onus that fell on him to demonstrate that he had been dismissed from his employment-
Dismissed. - Mr BJ Porter -v- Armadale Datsun Car Repairs & Service - APPL 1607 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/03/99 - Car
Repairs .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 869

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that his dismissal was harsh, unfair and unjust and was seeking an order to that effect
from the Commission-Respondent argued that the Applicant's employment was under a federal award and the Commission does
not have jurisdiction in the matter -Commission found that it cannot ignore a federal award provision while it exists-Dismissed
for want of jurisdiction. - Mr VS Smith -v- G & F Beltline Services Pty Ltd - APPL 778 of 1998 - BEECH C - 05/03/99............... 871

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because of her unavailability
to continue work by reason of illness and that she was dismissed over the telephone-Respondent argued that it never intended to
dismiss the Applicant over the telephone but wanted to do so when the Applicant returned to work-Commission found that the
Dismissal was not unfair-Dismissed. - Ms GL Tan -v- 'Gabriels' Cafe - APPL 1842 of 1998 - KENNER C - 12/02/99 - Cafes ....... 872

Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant alleges he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed by the Respondent reducing
salary and working hours by half-The Applicant seeks compensation following a conciliation conference-Respondent argued that
there was not a final agreement arising from the conference and questioned the Applicant's Agents authority to prepare "Deed of
Settlement"-Commission found there has been no final agreement reached in this matter. - Mr TR Wade -v- Kyle's Cafe - APPL
889 of 1998 - KENNER C - 16/10/98 - Restaurant............................................................................................................................ 874

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because he was not given any
forewarning that his position was not secure and was told over the phone that he was terminated- Respondent argued that
Applicant's employment was terminated because there was no further work for him-The Commission found that the Applicant
was dismissed unfairly -Granted. - Mr G Walker -v- Queststyle Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 1473 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 15/02/99 -
Decorative ......................................................................................................................................................................................... 875

Application re harsh, oppressive or unfair dismissal and compensation and breach of contractual benefits-Applicant argued that
Respondent was going to restructure Company operations and he was not wanted as part of that restructure, but was merely going
to be terminated -Respondent argued that the Applicant chose to terminate the employment relationship after due consideration -
Commission found the Applicant was unfairly dismissed and thus awarded compensation-Granted. - Mr MJ A'Court -v-
Barbeques Galore Pty Ltd - APPL 505 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 05/03/99 - Retailing ....................................................................... 878

Conference referred re alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued Respondent's conduct forced the termination and this should be
considered a dismissal-Respondent argued the employee resigned and Commission was without jurisdiction -Commission found
employees true intention was not to remain in employment-Respondent had discharged duty to make proper enquiries given the
employees medical condition -Dismissed. - The Automotive, Food, Metals, Engineering, Printing and Kindred Industries Union
of Workers - -v- G & G Steelworks - CR 221 of 1998 - KENNER C - 02/03/99 - Building Structure Services ................................ 880

Application for orders relating to production of documents and discovery-Written submissions provided-Respondent requested
production and inspection of the Applicant's current contract of employment-Respondent argued in relevance to mitigation of
loss-Applicant gave undertaking to give evidence under oath regarding that information -Commission held evidence sufficient for
purposes-Order refused-Further Applicant sought Respondent's (Financial documents)-Commission was unable to detect and the
grounds stated or answer file which raises into question the financial position of the Respondent-Order refused. - Mr H Fisher -v-
Foodland Associated Limited (ACN 008 667 650) & Other - APPL 1378 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/02/99 - Retailing..................... 889

Appeal against decision to terminate employment-Applicant argued that the decision of the Respondent was harsh, oppressive and unfair
and was seeking reinstatement or an alternative disciplinary outcome-Respondent argued that recent convictions struck at the
heart of the contract of employment so that it was untenable for the Respondent to continue with the relationship-Commission
found a valid reason to effect a dismissal and do not intend to interfere with the penalty that has been imposed-Dismissed. - Mr
PD Taylor -v- Ministry of Justice - PSAB 16 of 1998 - Public Service Appeal Board - GREGOR C - 04/03/99 - Government........ 909

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission(78WAIG4427)re Application for reinstatement on the grounds of Unfair Dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law in dismissing the application that the Applicant's claim was of
reinstatement - Further there was no evidence causing a termination of unsatisfactory service, nor any evidence that the Applicant
was given an opportunity to respond to any such claim - Further the learned Commissioner erred in law without evidence or
admission by dismissing the application as being against the public interest - Full Bench found that the learned Commissioner
erred in determining that the application on the merits and whether a reinstatement was, therefore practicable and/or a declaration
should be made - Appeal Upheld. - Mr GR Hutchinson -v- Cable Sands (WA) Pty Ltd - APPL 1970 of 1998 - Full Bench -
SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 03/03/99 - Services to Mining....................................................................................... 951

Application re Unfair Dismissal-Applicant argued that there were no indications or forewarnings, written or verbal communications
prior to dismissal therefore the dismissal was unfair-Respondent argued and evidenced that termination resulted in Applicant's
poor performance, attitude, lack of enthusiasm, lack of adherence to instruction and poor customer feedback and this warranted a
fair dismissal -Commission found the applicant was unable to come to terms with the work environment established by the
Respondent and there is nothing which shows the Applicant was harshly or unfairly dismissed-Application dismissed. - Mr K
Alford -v- Comfortwear Footwear - APPL 1100 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 19/03/99 - Sales......................................................... 1178

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was denied a benefit under his
contract of employment and had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-Respondent
argued that Applicant was terminated for misconduct-Commission found that Applicant had been denied a benefit under his
contract and that his dismissal was unfair-Granted. - Mr S Anderson -v- Mount Edon Tarmoola Operations - APPL 1244 of 1998
- BEECH C - 18/02/99 - Mining........................................................................................................................................................ 1180

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was unfairly dismissed and be
compensated for the loss and the one week's wage in lieu of notice-Respondent argued that it terminated the employment when it
was found that the Applicant was looking for alternate employment-Commission found that the dismissal was unfair-Granted. -
Ms T Ascenso -v- Plainscape Pty Ltd T/A Phoenix Park Estate Agency - APPL 13 of 1997 - PARKS C - 22/03/99 - Real Estate
Agency .............................................................................................................................................................................................. 1184

Application re Unfair Dismissal-This application is to be dismissed because the applicant has not reasonably complied with the
regulations nor pursued it reasonably-Commission found claim should be discontinued for want of reasonable prosecution. - Mr
JJ Bateup -v- Total Peripherals Group - APPL 1929 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 16/03/99 - Other Manufacturing .............................. 1186

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because his employment
was not subject to a probationary period and was seeking compensation-There was no argument from the Respondent-
Commission found that the Applicant's employment was the subject of a probationary period -Dismissed. - Mr I Barrett -v- Fins -
APPL 1533 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 08/03/99 - Restaurant.................................................................................................................. 1186

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was dismissed harshly, oppressively and unfairly because she was a loyal
worker who worked excessive amounts of overtime and worked on Sundays and also claimed denied non-award benefits under
the contract of her employment-Respondent argued that it had financial difficulties and as a result had to restructure the
company-Commission found that the Applicant had suffered a degree of distress because of the way she was dismissed and
awarded compensation for the loss and injury and the claim for contractual benefits was dismissed. - Mrs G Kippo -v-
Microfusion Pty Ltd - APPL 1434 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 26/03/99 - Computing........................................................................... 1187
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TERMINATION—continued
Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was dismissed unfairly and that he was an employee of the Respondent

because he performed work at the Respondent's premises, was under the control of the Respondent's business and was wearing
the Respondent's uniform -Respondent argued it terminated the contract of Applicant's business and Applicant was not an
employee of its business-Commission found that the Applicant had not discharged the onus that rested upon him-Dismissed. - Mr
GA Marshall -v- Tonesports Pty Ltd ACN 076 450 229 T/A The Body Club - APPL 1615 of 1998 - BEECH C - 19/03/99 -
Fitness ............................................................................................................................................................................................... 1190

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive
and unfair and was seeking an order entitling them to continue to reside in their accommodation and to use the motor vehicle-
Respondent argued Applicant's entitlement of accommodation and motor vehicle ceased upon the termination of the employment
and opposed the order that was sought-Commission found Applicant did not seek reinstatement and issued an Order dismissing
the application for an Order-Dismissed. - Mr A Richardson -v- Pipunya Pty Ltd & Other - APPL 254, 255 of 1999 - FIELDING
C - 16/03/99 - Liquor and General Store ........................................................................................................................................... 1200

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant was made redundant and argued dismissal unfair if the employer's payment to him is
inadequate-Sought two weeks payment for each year of service based on industry standards-Respondent since termination had
increased offer in respect of redundancy-Argued fair and reasonable offer-Commission applied 'a fair go all round' test-Unable to
conclude on evidence of industry standard or unfairness regarding amount-Satisfied that lack of consideration during process
constituted harsh treatment-Ordered compensation for period between dismissal and when Applicant could have been fairly
dismissed-Cases cited. - Mr FJ Rogers -v- Leighton Contractors Pty Ltd - APPL 1678 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 31/03/99 -
Construction Trade Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 1201

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued the dismissal was unfair because he never received a warning about either the bad
language or the 90 day probation -Respondent argued Applicant was informed of the probation on his first day at work and later
about his performance and bad language-Commission found that apart from the performance and bad language the Applicant had
breached a specific instruction too-Dismissed. - Mr L Rozsa -v- Nomel Nominees P/L (Chris Ford) - APPL 1592 of 1998 -
COLEMAN CC - 25/03/99 - Rubbish ............................................................................................................................................... 1204

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed as he was not given a chance
to implement his own system in stock management which would have resolved the difficulties -Respondent argued that the
Applicant had failed to do what was required of him and the management was dissatisfied with his performance-Commission
found that there has been no unfairness demonstrated in the termination of the Applicant's employment-Dismissed. - Mr R Smith
-v- Rebo Holdings Pty Ltd T/A Cafe Villa - APPL 1520 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 29/03/99 - Cafes.................................................... 1206

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that they were harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed because they did not
respond to the proposal put by the trustees (Spencers)-Claimed reinstatement or compensation-Respondent argued all three
employees' contracts of employment came to an end at their initiative-Commission found that Mr and Mrs Sparks made it clear to
the Respondent that they no longer wished to be bound by a condition of their employment -Rejected the offer made by the
Respondent-Their dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair and the claim was dismissed-Commission also found that Mrs
Mather's dismissal was unfair as it was not connected to the operational requirements of the Respondent or her conduct or
performance but because of the Sparks' dismissal and Granted her compensation. - Mr R Sparks -v- Victoria Hotel (WA) Pty Ltd
- APPL 1004, 1005, 1006 of 1998 - KENNER C - 26/03/99 - Hotel ................................................................................................. 1207

Conference Referred-Alleged unfair dismissal-Applicant argued employment not subject to probation- Dismissal unlawful because
notice and award entitlements not received -Also dismissal procedurally flawed as no warnings given -Denied fairness as
Respondent had not followed Award procedures-Respondent argued omission in original letter of appointment subsequently
rectified-Employee unsuitable for shift work due to absences and permanency was declined-If finding of unfairness no relief
should be ordered due to probation-Commission found unfair process due to failure to follow Award procedures-Employee
should have been advised of risk to employment-Order for reinstatement and payment of lost entitlements. - The Australian
Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Cockburn Cement Limited - CR 333 of 1998 -
KENNER C - 06/04/99 - Metal Product Manufacturing .................................................................................................................... 1227

Conference referred-Application by organisation in relation to alleged unfair dismissal of a worker-Applicant argued amendment to
s23A did not preclude matter brought by unions being dealt with in accordance with s23A-The sections use of the term 'claimant'
reflects parliaments intention to provide for same range of remedies-Respondent argued Commission without jurisdiction to
make orders pursuant to s23A and 23(3)(h) where the only parties are the union and respondent-Commission upheld view as
expressed by Full Bench in Katina Case that there is jurisdiction to order reinstatement or compensation out of s44(9)
proceedings. - The Australian Workers' Union, West Australian Branch, Industrial Union of Workers -v- Eltin Surface Mining
Pty Ltd - CR 89 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 29/03/99 ...................................................................................................................... 1233

Conference re Unfair Dismissal-validity challenged (78 WAIG 3882) and referred pursuant to S.44- Applicant conceded that assaulting
a patient was wrong however the dismissal is too harsh a penalty and therefore unfair-Respondent argued that applicant had
ignored her duty as an employee when the assault against the patient occurred and a valid reason to dismiss Applicant-
Commission found given applicant's past conduct the Respondent did not exercise the right to dismiss unfairly-Application
dismissed. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Bega
Garnbirringu Health Services Aboriginal Corp. - CR 163 of 1997 - PARKS C - 12/03/99 - Health Services.................................... 1238

2Appeal against the Decision of the Commission (79WAIG251) re Unfair Dismissal - Appellant argued that the decision of the Learned
Commissioner is against the weight of evidence submitted by Appellant, against the assessment of the credibility of the evidence
submitted and failed to take the cognisance of the evidence which supported the Appellant's claim - Full Bench determined that
this was a discretionary decision of the Commission - Full Bench found that the grounds of appeal were not made out because the
Commissioner was open top make the finding and the exercise of discretion did not carry - Further, the onus was on the
Appellant to persuade the Full Bench that the Commission erred in its conclusions on credibility had not been discharged -
Dismissed - Mr BW Altars -v- Martin Wiedermann T/A Guardian Industries - APPL 15 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/FIELDING C/CAWLEY C. - 28/04/99 - Retailing ........................................................................................................................ 1293

2Appeal against the decision of the Commission (78 WAIG 3870) re Dismissal - Appellant argued the Commissioner erred in fact and
law in finding the Applicant was dismissed for reasons other than fighting and failed to properly exercise its discretion -
Respondent argued that the Applicant was not denied procedural fairness - Full Bench found that the Appeal turns upon the
complaint of the Appellant that the test of whether a dismissal is harsh, oppressive or unjust was not appropriately applied - Full
Bench found that the matter be remitted back to decide whether the employer's right to dismiss has been exercised so harshly or
oppressively towards the Applicant as to amount to an abuse of that right - Upheld and Remitted - AUTO, FOOD, METAL,
ENGIN UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 1953 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/CAWLEY C./BEECH C - 29/04/99 - Mining ................................................................................................................................ 1302

2Appeal against the decision of Commission (78 WAIG 4892) re Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal -
Appellant argued that the learned Commissioner erred in law and in fact when, based upon the weight of evidence, compensation
to the Respondent was awarded, further the learned Commissioner erred in law when the principles and discretion that
compensation for loss of income should be applied - Full Bench determined that it falls on the Appellant to establish that the
exercise of discretion by the Commission at first instance was miscarried according to the principles and that the Respondent had
not mitigated loss of income - Full Bench found it had not been persuaded that the exercise of discretion and the application of
the principles should be interfered with, further the evidence was not challenged in cross examination on the mitigation of loss
and the Appeal file by the Appellant was a model of muddle - Dismissed - Growers Market Butchers -v- Mr S Backman - APPL
2220 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/CAWLEY C./PARKS C - 15/04/99 - Meat Product Manufacturing............................... 1313
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2Appeal against the Decision of Commission (78WAIG4460) re Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair

dismissal - Appellant argued that the Commissioner erred in law in failing to have any regard to the proper principles to be
applied in determining whether reinstatement was impracticable - The Commissioner erred in law in failing to provide intelligible
reasons as to why reinstatement was impracticable and the erred in law in finding that section 26 and/or 27 of the Industrial
Relations Act empowered the Commission to apply the equitable doctrine of unclean hands - Full Bench found given the
circumstances of unfairness from the direct and inferential evidence was quite sufficient to enable the Commissioner to make the
finding, as there was no error in discretion or the discharge of that discretion in accordance with section 23A of the Industrial
Relations Act - Further the Full Bench was not persuaded that the Commissioner erred in the amount awarded as compensation
and correctly identified the remuneration received by the appellant as distinct from the remuneration paid by the respondent -
Dismissed - Mr JJ Timms -v- Phillips Engineering Pty Ltd - APPL 2027 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN
CC/BEECH C - 19/04/99 - Services to Mining   ............................................................................................................................... 1318

Application for unfair Dismissal-Applicant denies allegations that he committed misconduct by undertaking work privately to the
exclusion of his employer-Argued that the work was not of a kind which his employer performed -Respondent argued it had
informed employees of the need to obtain additional work and the work was of a kind either performed or which it had an
associated involvement -Commission found applicant in a position of trust and had denied his employer opportunity, that was
inconsistent with employees obligations-Dismissed. - Mr AM Batista -v- York Grove Holdings Pty Ltd t/a "Rockingham
Landscape Supplies" - APPL 1860 of 1998 - BEECH C - 03/05/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg .......................................... 1436

Application for costs by respondent following dismissal of unfair dismissal claim-Respondent submitted general principle that "costs
follow the event" arguing that it had served notice of its intent as application lacked merit -Applicant argued a lack of jurisdiction
to award costs pursuant to s23A of the Act, alternatively S.27(1)(c) is limited and does not include fees and is limited to third
party costs-Commission cited general policy-Found that it was not apparent until hearing that claim was ill founded -Not
convinced applicant's claim was groundless nor lacking substance-Application dismissed. - Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors - APPL 1218 of 1998 - COLEMAN CC - 07/05/99 - Milk Distribution......................................................................... 1438

Application for unfair dismissal and contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that she was terminated without proper cause following
allegation of misconduct or alternatively constructively dismissed by her removal from the staffing roster-Respondent denied
either directly or indirectly accusing applicant of theft or advising that she had been dismissed but only removed her from roster
following her non-attendance-Commission preferred evidence from Respondent's witnesses-Rejected claims of harassment,
threats or accusations of misconduct at interview-Found applicant was neither terminated nor constructively dismissed-
Dismissed-Order issued - Ms SF DeRoss -v- Miners and Workers Club - APPL 830 of 1997 - COLEMAN CC - 07/04/99 -
Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants ................................................................................................................................................... 1440

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment -
Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................. 1444

Application for alleged harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal - Applicant argued that application was lodged about a week after
employment was terminated, therefore it was within 28 days - No argument from Respondent - Commission found from the
documents provided, indication that the application was lodged approximately 4 months after termination - Commission also
found that Applicant's evidence was confusing, contradictory and unreliable and therefore, raised the question of time allowed by
s.29(2) of the I.R. Act, which provides that a claim of unfair dismissal cannot be made more than 28 days after the date of
termination - Commission concluded based on all evidence before it, and on the balance of probabilities, when Applicant's
employment terminated and it was unable to find that the application was made no more than 28 days after employment actually
terminated - Dismissed - Mr RL Hindle -v- JAL (Jack) Bonnet Coral Cleaning Services - APPL 2103 of 1998 - SCOTT C. -
03/05/99 - Personal Services.............................................................................................................................................................. 1447

Applications for contractual entitlements and claim of unfair dismissal-Heard exparte, joined matter-Both Applicants sought unpaid
wages for work undertaken for which only partial payment had been made-Commission consider possible defences to the claims-
Held Applicants were employees ordering unpaid residual amounts-Unfair dismissal claim rejected because of short term of
employment and nature of industry involved-Orders issued - Mr J Humble -v- AAA Industries - APPL 1784,1800,2197 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 27/04/99 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 1448

Application for alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant claimed that no detailed discussions or alternative which could flow from the
change was put to her, there had been no real effort made by the Respondent to redeploy her and she was not paid the severance
pay that was promised to her - Further, Applicant claimed that she had been treated different from others, who for personal or
other reasons did not wish or were unable to work shift work, or were allowed to continue under arrangements that did not
involve shift work - Respondent denied by its Notice of Answer, that the dismissal was unfair and asserts that the restructure was
implemented only after consultation with a consultative committee involving its personnel and fellow employees - Respondent
further asserts that the restructure implementation was delayed for approximately six months, that Applicant was offered
opportunity to remain in her existing employment arrangement until March and employees who were unable to change to new
working arrangement were offered opportunity to take redundancy payment or take suitable alternative position - Commission
was not satisfied that Applicant was treated any different from others, particularly in respect of ongoing employment and found,
in light of all evidence that there had been a detailed and extensive consultation process regarding the implications of the change
- Commission further found, taking all consideration into account that the Applicant had simply not discharged the onus that she
carries to establish that the dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - Mrs M James -v- Royal Automobile Club of
WA (Incorporated) - APPL 29 of 1999 - FIELDING C - 29/04/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services................................................ 1450

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed-Commission found that the Application was filed in the
Commission beyond the time limitation of 28 days and the Applicant was a subcontractor -On these two counts the Commission
did not have jurisdiction to deal with the Applicant's claim -Discontinued for want of jurisdiction. - Mr GD Melhuish -v -
Perceptions Home Builders - APPL 134 of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 23/04/99 - Building .................................................................... 1454

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued he was unfairly dismissed because he was concerned about safety standards when
working on live cables-Respondent argued that a few employees including the Applicant were made redundant as it failed to
receive further contracts with Western Power-Commission found although the Applicant indicated that there were safety issues to
resolve they were not issues to be pursued in this Commission and that the dismissal was not unfair for procedural reasons -
Dismissed. - Mr BC Mosson -v- Brear & Doonan - APPL 2187 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/04/99 - Electrical ................................... 1455

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlement-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed that
he was not given any warning and was denied benefits under the contract that he was not given a week's notice of termination-
Respondent argued that the Applicant was given a week's notice of termination -Commission found that the dismissal was unfair
in all the circumstances and as the Applicant obtained other employment, only remedy sought was the denied contractual
entitlement-Granted - Mr B Notley -v- Northside Rentals - APPL 2273 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - 22/04/99 - RENTALS................ 1456
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TERMINATION—continued
Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because until the day of

dismissal, the Applicant had no reason to believe that his employment was in jeopardy -Respondent argued that the Applicant
seriously breached his responsibility to his employer by encouraging the employees under his direction to refuse Saturday work
until the rate of pay was increased-Commission found that the Respondent undertook a reasonable investigation of the matter in
the circumstances, and found that the Applicant was not being honest and forthright, terminated his employment-Dismissed. - Mr
A Quince -v- Muchea Rural Sheds Pty Ltd - APPL 1540 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 13/04/99 ............................................................... 1457

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicants argued that the termination of their employment was either harsh, oppressive or unfair and
was seeking compensation and allegedly denied benefits under their contracts of employment-The company was insolvent and an
Administrator was appointed-The Administrator argued that the proceedings are caught by the provisions of Section 440D of the
Corporations Law and should not proceed further at this time-Also needed more time to ascertain the true state of the Company's
affairs-The Applicants argued that the provisions of Section 440D of the Corporations Law have no application on this occasion-
Commission found that the proceedings associated with each of these applications insofar as they are directed towards Pipunya
Pty Ltd cannot proceed further by virtue of s.440D of the Corporations Law -Also the Administrator had declined to give his
written consent for the proceedings to proceed further-Leave had not been sought-In the absence of such consent proceedings
cannot proceed-Proceedings be stayed until one or other of the conditions precedent specified in S.440D of the Corporations Law
is satisfied. - Mrs S Richardson -v- Aboriginal Business Development Pty Ltd - APPL 254,255 of 1999 - FIELDING C -
20/04/99 - Liquor and General Store ................................................................................................................................................. 1459

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that she was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed from her employment when
pointed out the unwarranted intrusion by the respondent into her private affairs, as it mentioned in the reference-Claimed
compensation-Respondent argued that Applicant's misconduct at a meeting to discuss about the reference was the reason for the
dismissal-Commission found that no opportunity was given to the Applicant to neither respond to the proposed course of action
nor to put her version of the events as to the course of the meeting, moreover no real warning given to her-Found that the
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair-Granted. - Ms N Thomas -v- Indian Ocean Hotel - APPL 1672 of 1998 - KENNER C
- 16/04/99 - Hotel .............................................................................................................................................................................. 1463

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been unfairly dismissed by reason of redundancy -Respondent argued that
the redundancy occurred when his position was amalgamated with another vacant position and trade qualification was important
in the combined position which the Applicant did not possess-Commission found that there was no unfairness in his dismissal for
the Commission to have intervened-Dismissed. - Mr B Thomas -v- Applied Chemicals Pty Ltd - APPL 589 of 1998 - BEECH C -
11/03/99 - Cleaning ........................................................................................................................................................................... 1463

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed that there was no proper
investigation and that the allegations associated were not properly put to him prior to the dismissal-The Respondent argued that
the issues arose were properly investigated and put to the Applicant for response, and the Applicant breached company policy -
Commission found that there were flaws in the Respondent's investigation and Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly
dismissed as it is not justifiable to dismiss an employee for a breach of policy when the policy is not clear and is not known to the
employee-Compensation granted. - Mr DR Warren -v- Altronic Distributors Pty Ltd - APPL 968 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - Retail
Trade ................................................................................................................................................................................................. 1468

Application for unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he was unfairly dismissed and was seeking reinstatement-At the outset of the
proceedings Counsel for the applicant abandoned the claim for reinstatement-Was granted leave to amend application to include
the claim of benefit due to applicant under his contract of employment-Respondent denied that the applicant was dismissed and it
was asserted that he repudiated the contract of employment-The Commission found that the material employment contract was
not for a fixed term-Commission further found that the sum of wages and the bonus payment were not terms of the contract of
employment-The claim of unfair dismissal was dismissed. - Mr KD Adamini -v- Theodore William Arthur Harris & Ada Ellen
Harris - APPL 144 of 1996 - PARKS C - 13/05/99 - Fishing   ......................................................................................................... 1714

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements - Applicant argued for payment of accrued holiday pay ($270.10) and one
week's pay in lieu of notice ($584.00), both figures said to be before any taxation deductions - No appearance from the
Respondent for either the conference, nor for the hearing proceedings - Commission being satisfied that any further attempt at
conciliation would be unavailing, referred the claim for hearing - Notwithstanding the absence of any appearance by or for the
Respondent, Applicant was given the onus to prove his claim on the balance of probabilities - Commission found on evidence
that an implied contract of employment existed, the employment ended in the manner described by Applicant and without any
payment in lieu of notice - Commission further found that while it appears that notice of termination was not a condition
discussed by the parties on entering into the contract it considered it open to imply, on the basis of weekly payment of wages, that
it was a term of the contract that one week's notice of termination applied, and in lieu, an equivalent payment - Further,
Commission accepted that the claim for a pro rata entitlement to annual leave has been made out and that the accrual amounted to
18.5 hours at the point of termination for the sum claimed - Ordered Accordingly - Mr L Boyd -v- Top Gear Wreckers - APPL 54
of 1999 - CAWLEY C. - 13/05/99 - Motor Vehicle Rtlg & Services  ............................................................................................... 1717

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance review-
Applicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to non-
economic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -v-
Quinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School   ....................................................................... 1718

Application re harsh, oppressive and unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was
constructively dismissed when Respondent demoted him with a consequential loss of pay-Applicant further argued that he was
given no opportunity to discuss allegations made against him before decision to demote him was made-Respondent denied that
applicant was dismissed without opportunity to discuss allegations concerning his conduct-Respondent further argued that even
though applicant's conduct warranted dismissal, Respondent sought alternative because of regard in which it had previously held
him-Commission found that applicant terminated contract-Commission further found that applicant had not discharged the onus
to show that the transfer or dismissal was unfair-Dismissed. - Mr R Hatton -v- Darago Holdings Pty Ltd - APPL 1345 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 28/05/99 - Furniture.................................................................................................................................................... 1741

Application for unfair dismissal-Commission found that it had jurisdiction in the matter-Because of the parties' locations, conducting a
hearing was not possible-Therefore, all parties consented to determining affidavit evidence and written submissions-Applicants
argued that they were not provided with any training and were not allowed to exercise the skills in running the complex-They
further argued that they were demoted as recorded in the Respondent's letter -Respondent argued that it had "cleared the air for a
promising relationship" for the Applicants to earn the respect of the staff to continue on trainee management -Commission was
unable to decide whether Applicants' resignation was capable of constituting dismissals for the purposes of the Act and if so
whether it was unfair -Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr W Luff -v- DG Fletcher Holdings Pty Ltd T/A WA/SA Border
Village - APPL 684,685 of 1998 - BEECH C - 26/05/99 - Hostel ..................................................................................................... 1746
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TERMINATION—continued
Application re alleged unfair dismissal - Applicant sought relief in the form of compensation and benefits which had been denied under

his contract of employment - Respondent had from inception denied liability for the claim and argued that the Applicant was at
no time employed by them but rather was an independent contractor - Respondent further argued that the claim for unfair
dismissal was lodged out of time and denied any, as he puts it, financial obligation to the Applicant under his contract of
employment - At the Pre-hearing, Commission adjourned the matter on the basis that Applicant should get legal advice and
indicate as to whether or not he wished the proceedings to continue - Applicant indicated that he wished the matters to proceed
and sought leave to withdraw application - Commission proposed to order that Applicant be given leave until 3:15pm to file a
notice of withdrawal in which case he was given leave to withdraw the proceedings, otherwise the application would be
dismissed for want of prosecution - Withdrawn - Mr RA Mason -v- Symbols Business Wear - APPL 2075 of 1998 - FIELDING
C - 19/04/99 - Personal & Household Good Rtlg .............................................................................................................................. 1749

Application for alleged unfair dismissal by which Applicant alleges that he was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed -
Applicant's Counsel argued that Applicant had been denied procedural fairness by not being given the opportunity to defend the
allegations - Respondent opposed the claim and argued elements of fidelity and good faith had been breached by the Applicant -
Commission found on evidence that Applicant was not provided with the opportunity to defend the allegations - Commission
reviewed relevant principles and found on evidence that Respondent had not discharged the onus which it carried to establish the
basis upon which it summarily dismissed the Applicant; that Respondent had not conducted reasonable inquiries into the
allegations so as to provide a foundation for reaching an honest and genuine belief that the misconduct complained of actually
occurred - Commission, having regard to all of the foregoing and all the circumstances of the case, concluded that Applicant's
dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair and ordered reinstatement - Ordered Accordingly - Mr A Sulejman -v- Pirtek
(Kalgoorlie) Pty Ltd - APPL 445 of 1999 - KENNER C - 28/05/99 - Services to Mining   .............................................................. 1753

Application re Unfair Dismissal and determination of Jurisdiction - Applicant submitted and argued that not withstanding that the
employment was subject to the terms of a Federal award, the matter was within the jurisdiction of the Commission - Respondent
submitted and argued that by reasons of the Commission's decision in Hull vs City of Mandurah (1998) (78WAIG4912) the
Application should be dismissed - Commission found that the Federal Award provided for dispute settlement procedures that
refer to the Australian Industrial Relations Commission for resolution - Dismissed - Mr PH Summerfield -v- Shire of Katanning -
APPL 694 of 1998 - KENNER C - 03/06/99 - Government Administration...................................................................................... 1758

Conference Referred pursuant to s.44(9) of the I.R. Act by which Applicant Union alleges its member Mr Joshua Moses, was harshly,
oppressively and unfairly dismissed for a number of reasons - Applicant Union sought a declaration that Respondent dismissed
its member unfairly and further, sought relief by way of Order pursuant to s.23A of the I.R. Act, for compensation for loss of
earnings - Respondent denied the claim and opposed the Order - Further, Respondent argued there was a probationary period
during which the required level of performance failed to be met and that no permanent employment was promised - Question re
jurisdiction - Commission reviewed authorities and found that probationary period does constitute a fixed term of employment,
the contract of employment ended with the effluxion of time, there was no implied arrangement based upon the actual or imputed
intention of the parties, that the employment be and continuous on a permanent basis and therefore, there was no dismissal in
order to attract the Commission's jurisdiction - Further, that during the course of the Applicant's member's probationary period,
he was informed of his standard and quality of his work performance - Commission rejected the submission that Applicant's
member's dismissal was because of his election as a union shop steward as the evidence adduced in the matter did not support the
allegation - Commission further found on evidence that in all circumstance, even if there had been a dismissal, it was not satisfied
that it would have been harsh, oppressive or unfair - Dismissed - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Direct
Engineering Services Pty Ltd - CR 271 of 1998 - KENNER C - 20/05/99 - Machinery & Equipment Mfg  .................................... 1768

Conference referred re dismissal-Matter remitted from the Full Bench-No submissions from parties re the matter of remittal-No
conclusion was reached whether dismissal was harsh, oppressive or unfair from the previous decision -Commission found
applicant's conduct justified instant dismissal and applicant was equally responsible for the incident-Commission also took
account of the consequences for applicant his work history and whether any alternative remedy would have been more
appropriate-It was found that the dismissal was not harsh, oppressive or unfair -Dismissed. - AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN
UNION -v- John Holland Construction & Engineering Pty Ltd - CR 315 of 1997 - SCOTT C. - 09/06/99 - Construction .............. 1772

TRAINING
Application re Unfair Dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements. - Applicant sought and obtained leave from the

Commission to discontinue claim re Unfair Dismissal. Applicant argued that contactual entitlements of one week's pay in lieu of
notice and unpaid wages were due. No appearance from the Respondent.- Commission found that the Applicant relied upon
agreed conditions of employment and accordingly found the Applicant was due payment in lieu and unpaid wages. - Granted. -
Ms CM Atkins -v- Ron's Upholstery - APPL 1872 of 1998 - CAWLEY C. - Furniture .................................................................... 563

TRANSFER
2Cross Appeals against decision of Public Service Arbitrator (78 WAIG 3378) following remittal on appeal(77 WAIG 1086) re Transfer

of an employee-Appellant argued interalia that by denying the employee a remedy having found that she had been dealt with
unjustly and in breach of natural justice miscarried in it discretion, disregarded the findings of the Full Bench and concluded the
matter on an artificial legal construction-Appellant further argued on the basis of estoppel and that the Commission ought to have
determined the matter on its merits and reinstated the employee to her previous position-Respondent argued that the PSA had no
jurisdiction to make a determination that the employee was denied natural justice or consider whether to make an order to
transfer her into the position which would effect a promotion under the PSM Act-Respondent argued the PSMAct provisions
were retrospective Full Bench found the amendment to the legislation was substantial, not procedural and therefore could not
operate retrospectively and as a bar to the application's hearing and determination -Full Bench found that PSA's findings were
open to it, including that the question of the employees performance could be taken into account and that there had been a
material change in the position in the time since the employee occupied it-Full Bench found that the PSA was entitled to find that
there were no suitable or justifiable remedies and the PSA's discretion did not miscarry -Dismissed—The Civil Service
Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Perth Theatre Trust—APPL 1470 of 1998—Full Bench—SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/KENNER C—21/12/98—Libraries Museums and the Arts ................................................................................. 14

Application re unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he performed adequately and that Respondent's decision to move Applicant to an
alternative position constituted a dismissal—Applicant also argued that dismissal was harsh, oppressive and unfair because
Respondent had no substantive basis to dismiss the Applicant nor was the Applicant afforded procedural fairness—Respondent
argued that whilst its conduct may be characterised as a demotion, the Applicant accepted the proposition but elected to not
accept alternatives and left the employment of his own free will—Commission found on evidence that it was never the
Respondent's intention to sever the employment relationship, and that the Applicant was counselled as to his poor performance
and attitude—Commission therefore found that there has not been harshness, oppressiveness or unfairness established in the
matter—Dismissed.—Mr D Bates -v- BGC Transport—APPL 961 of 1998—KENNER C—17/12/98—Road................................ 254

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to
transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education............................. 559
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TRANSFER—continued
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a

declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act -
Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................ 1712

TRAVELLING
Conference Referred re The withdrawal of interstate passes. - Respondent raised a preliminary point that the application was not valid as

the Union's decision making body was not properly constituted. - preliminary point was found not to be made out. - Board found
the issue before it was the withdrawal by Westrail of interstate travel pass arrangements whereby employees, retired employees,
spouses of retired and/or deceased employees were entitled to certain concessions for travelling interstate. Further after 1993
Westrail was required to pay full fares for those employees who availed themselves of the travel arrangements. - Applicant
argued that the Respondent failed to consult with it and acted unilaterally and ceased arrangements. - Respondent argued that the
travel arrangements are a financial burden-Railway Classification Board found that current and retired railway officers of
Westrail are entitled to free interstate travel arrangements-Granted in part - West Australian Railways Officers Union -v- Western
Australian Government Railways Commission - CR 180 of 1998; RCBCR 1 of 1998 - Railways Classification Board - BEECH C
– Railways......................................................................................................................................................................................... 612

Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that zero tolerance consumption of
alcohol policy didn't apply following discharge from duty-Denied misbehaviour during flight from Darwin to Perth as reported to
Company by airline-Respondent argued Applicant guilty of misconduct breached policy-Inappropriate for employee in senior
position-Argued policy applied until completion of homeward journey-Commission found policy did not apply after discharge
from off-shore duties by ship management-Held that a belief of guilt must be based upon a thorough examination of the
circumstances-Found facts did not warrant dismissal-Ordered reinstatement and loss of income. - Mr P Blake -v- Veritas DGC
Australia Pty Ltd - APPL 1949 of 1998 - FIELDING C - 12/02/99 - Exploration ............................................................................. 849

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicants Mr Marston and Mr Green argued that they were denied
contractual benefits in the form of two weeks pay in lieu of notice-Mr Marston claimed additional amounts for pro-rata Annual
leave, Meal allowance and Travel allowance -Respondent argued two weeks notice is not a requirement when a contract is
cancelled-Commission found that it may be a matter which ought to have pursued under s21 of the Minimum Conditions of
Employment Act and there was no entitlements to notice-Dismissed - Mr GL Marston -v- Marine Fire and Security/McCaskey
Enterprises Pty Ltd - APPL 7,8 of 1999 - GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Fire........................................................................................... 1452

UNIONS
1Appeal against decision of President (unreported) dismissing application to discharge interlocutory order -Claim that Part IIIA of IRAct

1979 was invalid as it infringed a right under Australian Constitution to free speech and action in political matters-Appellant
intervener at first instance-IAC found President misconstrued s61 of the Act and the words "subject to this Act" expressly
provided that s84D should prevail over any conflicting obligation of members of the Respondent Union that might arise under the
Union Rules-IAC further found that the form of the order went beyond the appropriate use of interlocutory injunctive relief
pending the determination of the validity of a statute which was challenged on constitutional grounds and the order purported to
require the Union to conduct itself so as to constitute an offence-IAC found the mere act of notifying the Registrar of an alleged
industrial dispute arising out of the service of a log of claims on a state employer had no direct consequence for the Union and
the President failed to identify or have due regard to the public interest-Upheld and order set aside—Hon Minister for Labour
Relations -v- COMM, ELECTRIC, ELECT, ENERGY & Other—IAC 9 of 1998—Industrial Appeal Court—Kennedy J./Scott
J./Parker J.—18/12/98—Personal and Other Services ....................................................................................................................... 4

Application for orders pursuant to s.66 re Further previous order of the Commission—C17-C31 of 1992—Obtain orders/declarations
interpreting the rules of the West Australian Locomotive engine Drivers', Firemens and Cleaners' Union of Workers concerning
powers of the General Committee, ratification of payments made to the General President, General Vice President and others—
Respondent organisations did not oppose the application—President granted request for extension of orders pending application
for amalgamation by respondent organisation—President found that the respondent organisation rules did not allow for the
payment approved by the general committee and further found that the organisations rules do not allow for payments of the
nature sought—Granted in part.—Mr RH Castellas & Others -v- The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers—APPL 2120 of 1998—President—SHARKEY P—16/12/98—Rail Transport ............................ 102

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556

2Application for the registration of a new organisation by the amalgamation of two unions - The application was made by the two
unions, Australian Railways Union of Workers, (WA Branch) and The West Australian Locomotive Engine Drivers', Firemen's
and Cleaners' Union of Workers - The matter was adjourned sine die to allow the unions to comply with the Act, namely an
amendment to Rule 1 and the name and the signature of the Secretary - No objection to application and adjournment - Full Bench
satisfied with both the amendment, signature and all statutory requirements of law had been complied with, authorised the
registration of the " The Australian Rail, Tram and Bus Industry Union of Employees, West Australian Branch" - Ordered
Accordingly. - Australian Railways Union of Workers, West Australian Branch & Other -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 2117 of
1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/BEECH C/SCOTT C. - 16/02/99 - Rail Transport....................................................................... 972

2Appeal against the decision of the Industrial Magistrate (unreported)re Breach of Award - Appellant argued that the Industrial
Magistrate erred in law in finding that the Award had been breached by not keeping proper time and wage records and not by not
allowing a duly accredited Union official access to inspect the records - Further his Worship erred in regards to the employer
having the right to refuse access to the records by the Union representative because of the infringement of privacy - Respondent
argued that the problem with the records existed because of the Appellant's own non-compliance with the legislation and legal
requirements - Full Bench found that there was a duty upon the employer to permit and produce the prescribed time and wages
record for inspection to the accredited Union representative and the breach of the award was proven - Dismissed - Quirk
Corporate Cleaning Australia Pty Ltd -v- LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC - APPL 1706 of 1998 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/GREGOR C/KENNER C - 29/03/99 - Cleaning ............................................................................................................................ 966

2Application for variation of union membership rule -Applicant sought to confine membership only to persons who swear an oath of
office pursuant to the Police Act-Full Bench found that there were no objections and as applicant had complied with s.55 and s.56
of the Act, alterations be registered-Granted. - Western Australian Police Union of Workers -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 275 of
1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY P/COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C - 29/04/99 - Unions ...................................................................... 1335
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UNIONS—continued
2Application pursuant to Section 72A of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 - The Applicant Union seeks Orders that the Union has the

right and constitutional coverage to represent the Industrial interests of workers the subject of the area and scope of the "Food
Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - Further the Food Preservers` Union does not have the right to
represent the Industrial interest of the area and scope of the Food Industry (Food Manufacturing or Processing) Award 1990 - A
number of Parties sought leave to be heard - Full Bench was satisfied and declared that the Parties had sufficient interest to be
heard, within the meaning of Section 72A(5) of the Act - Orders and Directions Issued - Transport Workers' Union of Australia,
Industrial Union of Workers, Western Australian Branch -v- (Not applicable) - APPL 151 of 1999 - Full Bench - SHARKEY
P/COLEMAN CC/PARKS C - 02/06/99 - Transport Industry........................................................................................................... 1543

VICTIMISATION
Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus - Applicant argued that the decision to

transfer and relocate member by the Respondent be declared void. - Respondent argued two preliminary points firstly, the
application lodged sought a Declaration and this was beyond that. Secondly the Commission does not have the jurisdiction to
deal with the application. - Commission found that preliminary points have not been made out and the Commission does have
jurisdiction to deal with the matter - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director,
South Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - Education............................. 559

Application for compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that the dismissal was unfair because he was under
constant harassment, intimidation, provocation and offensive behaviour from the Respondent's employees and thus led to his
forced resignation on the grounds extreme stress-Respondent argued that the Applicant tended his resignation without
encouragement from the Respondent or employees and that the instrument of resignation contained untrue and unfounded
accusations towards all personnel of an extreme discriminatory nature -Commission accepted evidence from the Respondent
which was found to be credible and that the Applicant was the architect of his resignation-Dismissed. - Mr LA Peredo -v-
Metland Products - APPL 1311 of 1998 - FIELDING C - Sheet Metal Fabrication .......................................................................... 597

Conference Referred re transfer and relocation of employee to another position and campus (79 WAIG 559) - Applicant Union sought a
declaration that the Respondent had harshly and oppressively exercised its prerogative in that it had failed to fairly and
reasonably assess the systems and processes of work thereby introducing a hazardous work practice; that the Respondent failed to
notify the union as to the introduction of change required by clause 46 of the Government Officers' Salaries Allowances and
Conditions Award; the Respondent had attempted by vexatious means to introduce a process of work rejected by its member and
other employees at an earlier time and it had failed in its obligations as provided by sections
8,9,29(1)(a),29(1)(b),29(1)(e),30(b),30(c) and 30(d) of the Public Sector Management Act - Commission found on evidence that
the Applicant Union's first and second claims were not made out - Further, Commission found that the Applicant Union had
succeeded in showing that the transfer of its member was merely the alternative attempt by the Respondent to introduce the
process of work rejected by its member and other employees at an earlier time, that the transfer of the Applicant Union's member
was oppressive to her and ordered that the transfer be revoked - Commission did not find it necessary to consider the allegation
of the Applicant Union that the Respondent had failed in its obligations in certain sections of the Public Sector Management Act -
Ordered Accordingly - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Managing Director, South
Metropolitan College of TAFE - PSACR 34 of 1998 - BEECH C - 10/05/99 - Education ................................................................ 1712

Application re unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that he had been harshly, oppressively or unfairly dismissed because he was given a
difficult class of students during probation period and as a result could not achieve good evaluation at the performance review-
Applicant further argued that he was never warned if things did not improve his job would be in jeopardy, and was seeking
reinstatement and compensation for unfair dismissal-Respondent argued that options for the Applicant to continue in teaching
were discussed and other duties were allocated to the Applicant after he was removed from the difficult year 4 class -Commission
found that the dismissal was unfair-Commission further found that the Applicant's schedule of loss and injury also refers to non-
economic loss-Accordingly, an Order was issued for the Applicant's reinstatement -Compensation granted. - Mr KW Clarke -v-
Quinns Baptist College Inc - APPL 2240 of 1998 - SCOTT C. - 02/06/99 - School   ....................................................................... 1718

WAGES
Application to vary award re redundancy provisions—Applicant argued the redundancy provisions of the award should be amended in

relation to the specific site—Applicant further argued that the level of benefits should be imposed to reflect the impact
redundancy will have on individuals particularly those 45 years of age and older, based on the employer's location, skills and
employment opportunities—It was further argued by the applicant that as the redundancy was compulsory the employees
deserved a higher rate—Respondent argued that the Applicant's existing redundancy provisions were adequate and reasonable
and so the award variation was unnecessary—Commission found that the argument that compulsory redundancy requires greater
recognition to be unacceptable, except for employees over 45—Application granted in part remainder. of application
dismissed.—CONSTRUCTION, MINING, ENERGY & Other -v- RGC Mineral Sands Ltd & Others—APPL 277 of 1998—
BEECH C—18/12/98—Mining......................................................................................................................................................... 27

3Applications for variations to awards re Arbitrated Safety Net Adjustment, by consent, save date of operation referred to CICS-
Applicant argued that each award should be varied with effect from first pay period on or after the date of hearing before the
Commissioner-Some Respondent Employers argued that they had reserved a right to argue about the date of operation-
Respondents argued the Commission had no discretionary judgement as to the date of effect of a decision and the earliest
operative date was subject to the Registrar's stamp being applied and the opening hours of the Registry-CICS reviewed
authorities and found it was long established that speaking to the minutes was not an opportunity to revisit or add to submissions-
CICS found that the oral pronouncements of the Commission at the conclusion of proceedings were the 'decisions' and did not
give a retrospective effect-CICS found no good reason for different operative dates-Granted—LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY &
MISC -v- Bakewell Pies (1978) & Others—APPL 1023, 1026, 1028, 1034, 1035, 1036, 1042, 1046, 1051, 1052, 1055, 1057,
1063, 1065, 1066, 1067, 1068, 1069, 1070, 1074, 1079, 1082, 1083, 1085, 1086, 1087, 1088, 1089, 1091, 1092, 1093, 1094,
1095, 1096, 1097, 1100, 1101, 1102 of 1998—Commission in Court Session—COLEMAN CC—03/12/98—Various................... 33

Application to vary agreement re inclusion of salary packaging provisions by consent—Commission found that it had no power to make
order, as subsection 43(1) of the Industrial Relations Act 1979 only provided for an existing agreement to be amended by a
subsequent agreement—Commission also found that its power to alter industrial agreements by way of application was taken
away when subsection 43(2) was repealed by Parliament—Dismissed.—The Civil Service Association of Western Australia
Incorporated -v- Western Australian Centre for Pathology and Medical Research (Pathcentre)—P 48 of 1998—FIELDING C—
15/12/98—Medical ........................................................................................................................................................................... 233

Application to vary award re. apprentices aged 21 years and over to be paid minimum adult award wage irrespective of the state of their
apprenticeship—by consent—Commission examined order issued 1 December 1998 and found that new subclause (6)(f)(iii) was
inconsistent with existing subclause (6)(f)(i)—Commission found that existing subclause (6)(f)(i) should be expressed to be
subject to new subclause (6)(f)(iii)—Granted.—AUTO, FOOD, METAL, ENGIN UNION -v- Anodisers W.A.—APPL 2226 of
1998—FIELDING C—05/01/99—Metal Product Manufacturing..................................................................................................... 241

Application to register a new Award. - Applicant argued that the standard hours of the new Award should be 40 hours per week as
prescribed by the Minimum Conditions of Employment Act.- Respondent argued that the Minimum Conditions of Employment
Act does not prescribe minimum conditions in relation to hours of work. Commission found that the annualized salary
arrangement in the award should be based upon the standard hours of 45 per week and it is to be phased in, in accordance with
the Structural Efficiency Principle. - Ordered Accordingly. - Merchant Service Guild of Australia, Western Australian Branch,
Union of Workers & Other -v- Boat Torque Cruises Pty Ltd & Others - A 9 of 1996 - BEECH C - Water Transport....................... 556
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WAGES—continued
Application for interpretation of award re hours of work and working on Roster Days Off- Respondent argued a provision for penalty

pay only became significant when there were no other days in the calendar with which to take the Rostered day off - Commission
found that courts were not at liberty to consider any word or sentence as superfluous or insignificant - Commission found that
when a Ranger with no fixed hours of duty on a day designated as that Ranger's rostered day off duty and that day is not changed
prior to its commencement, he or she was to be paid at the double time rate and that it did not include a 25% loading that applied
in the case of sick leave-Decision Issued - LIQUOR, HOSPITALITY & MISC -v- Department of Conservation and Land
Management - APPL 1694 of 1998 - BEECH C - 14/01/99 - Forestry and Logging.......................................................................... 557

Application re unfair dismissal and allegedly denied contractual entitlements-Applicant argued that he was harshly, oppressively and
unfairly dismissed when he questioned his rate of pay-Respondent argued that the Applicant was dismissed because he claimed
for wages and overtime and also his attitude at work became surly and that affected other employees-Commission found the
Applicant was harshly, oppressively and unfairly dismissed and was not given a reason for dismissal-Compensation awarded-
Granted. - Mr B Hayes -v- Gary Morgan/Morgan Filter - APPL 1899 of 1998 - KENNER C - 22/01/99 - Cleaning ........................ 863

1Appeal against decision of Commission in Court Session (79WAIG33) varying awards re effective date award was varied-Appellants
argued that all that occurred on the hearing dates 17 and 20 July 1998 was the making of Decisions that the individual awards
would be varied, but that they were not in fact varied until such time as the details had been agreed and orders made-The short
point in this Appeal is whether, in terms of the Statement of Principles, the particular awards were "varied" on 17 and 20 July
1998-Respondent argued that the Chief Commissioner had determined to vary those awards with effect from the first pay period
on or after the respective hearing dates conducted on 17 and 20 July 1998-Industrial Appeal Court found that the Appeal be
allowed because there was no delivery of an Order signed by the Commission in July 1998 -Appeal Upheld. - Western Australian
Mint & Other -v- The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers - IAC 10 of
1998 - Industrial Appeal Court - Kennedy J./Scott J./Parker J. - 02/03/99 - Government Administration ......................................... 945

Conference referred re selective retrospective payment of salary increase-Applicant argued that it was unfair to make administrative
payment to employees who subsequently entered into workplace agreement following registration of previous collective
agreement but not employees whose employment were covered by the enterprise bargaining agreement having regard that whole
workforce was treated as one unit in contribution to the productivity of the respondent-Commission referred to previous case
law-No reason to discriminate between employees solely on the basis of prescription of their conditions of employment -Found
to be unfair-Order for payment - The Civil Service Association of Western Australia Incorporated -v- Chief Executive Officer,
Department of Education Services - PSACR 22 of 1998 - Public Service Arbitrator - BEECH C - 09/04/99 - Government
Administration................................................................................................................................................................................... 1430

Application for unpaid contractual benefits-Applicant argued that terms of agreement varied to provide for payment in advance for final
week of employment-Claimed employer breached agreement by failing to pay on time -Respondent argued no entitlement to pay
in advance -Commission referred to case law-Found applicant entitled to payment and outstanding annual leave-Order issued
accordingly. - Mr P Antoni -v- A.T. Adams Pty Ltd ACN 006 534 443, T/A The Smart Service Trust - APPL 1917 of 1998 -
SCOTT C. - 16/04/99 ........................................................................................................................................................................ 1434

Application for allegedly denied contractual entitlements -Applicant argued that respondent failed to pay notice of one week, the correct
rate of pay agreed between both parties, a public holiday and meal beaks worked-Applicant further argued that he had negotiated
a rate which was above award rate-Respondent argued that most of his employees are paid above the award-Respondent further
argued that casual or part-time workers are paid the loadings set out in the award-Commission found, on the balance of
probabilities and on the application of the proper authorities, that the Respondent was bound by the Restaurant, Tearoom and
Catering Workers Award, and that jurisdiction was not available to the Applicant-Dismissed for want of jurisdiction. - Mr E Erol
-v- Cafe Marconi - APPL 1344 of 1998 - GREGOR C - 15/04/99 - Accommodatn, Cafes&Restaurants .......................................... 1443

Application for reinstatement or compensation on grounds of unfair dismissal-Applicant argued that dismissal was unfair because there
was no indication to him by any supervisor that his non attainment of a particular level of performance had become so serious
that it might lead to some remedial action and possibly the termination of his employment-Applicant further argued that he was
not given an opportunity to respond to allegations made against him before the decision was taken to end his employment -
Respondent argued that the applicant failed to satisfactorily perform in his role provided valid reason for his dismissal and that
reinstatement was impracticable -Respondent further argued that upon termination, applicant was 41.75 weeks salary as
compensation for termination of his employment, and it would be unfair, unequitable and unconscionable for him to recover a
further amount from the Respondent- Commission found that Applicant was not afforded natural justice or procedural fairness
and therefore his dismissal was unfair-Commission further found on evidence, that had the applicant been afforded the
opportunity to respond to the allegations made against him, his employment was likely to have ended within the 33.75 week
period, and as he had no potential loss in that period, compensation was not necessary-Dismissed - G Feltham -v- Home Building
Society Ltd - APPL 1645 of 1992 - PARKS C - 20/04/99 - Finance ................................................................................................. 1444

Applications for contractual entitlements and claim of unfair dismissal-Heard exparte, joined matter-Both Applicants sought unpaid
wages for work undertaken for which only partial payment had been made-Commission consider possible defences to the claims-
Held Applicants were employees ordering unpaid residual amounts-Unfair dismissal claim rejected because of short term of
employment and nature of industry involved-Orders issued - Mr J Humble -v- AAA Industries - APPL 1784,1800,2197 of 1998 -
GREGOR C - 27/04/99 ..................................................................................................................................................................... 1448

WORKERS COMPENSATION
Application for reinstatement or compensation on the grounds of unfair dismissal—Applicant argued that he was dismissed when he

requested a separation certificate be signed, so that he may obtain sickness benefits whilst recovering from an eye injury caused
at work—Respondent argued that Applicant was not dismissed rather "stood down" until Applicant was 100% fit for work
again—On reviewing evidence, Commission concluded that it fell short of establishing that there was a dismissal—Commission
found that there is jurisdiction to deal with the claim of unfairness—Dismissed.—Mr C Adams -v- GKS Fibreglass Pty Ltd—
APPL 2250 of 1997—CAWLEY C.—15/12/98—Petroleum Coal Chemical Assoc ......................................................................... 249

Application for alleged unfair dismissal.—Applicant argued dismissal was unfair because of the victimisation endured for being on
workers compensation.—Respondent argued that the Applicant was dishonest and could not be trusted to perform the duties in a
manner consistent with the Respondent's best interests.—Commission found that the actions of the Respondent in terminating the
Applicant were reasonable and the Applicant was dishonest and untrustworthy.—Dismissed.—Mr GM Berger -v- Albany Milk
Distributors—APPL 1218 of 1998—COLEMAN CC—29/12/98—Road Transport ......................................................................... 258

WORK VALUE
3Conference Referred re payment of wage increase and classification Structure-Applicant argued that the changes in work value arise

from-1)an increase in responsibility in teaching/supervising small groups of students without direct supervision of teacher-2)an
increase in participation in all aspects of the education program-3)the introduction (and experience) of new technology,
particularly computerisation and 4)an increase in professionalism, accredited training and professional development-Respondent
argued that 1)at all times Education Assistants work under the supervision of teachers and while they may provide comment and
advice for consideration on outcomes, the teaching programs remain the teacher's responsiblity-2)as teaching methods change
with the use of more technology ie computers, the Education Assistant's time and skills are being used more efficiently-There is
not an inherent change in their role, responsibility or expertise-3)Consultation with teachers on teaching programs and
participation is "in service" training has not resulted in a change in the level of work value of Education Assistants-Commission
is satisfied that along with the general increase in work value experienced by Education Assistants and significant change in work
value, additional professional development and training was necessary to effectively serve the needs identified by teachers for
their students-The parties were expected to confer on the form of the Order. - The Australian Liquor, Hospitality and
Miscellaneous Workers Union, Miscellaneous Workers -v- Director General, Education Department of Western Australia -
APPL 1532 of 1990; CR 49 of 1997 - Commission in Court Session - COLEMAN CC/GREGOR C/BEECH C - Education.......... 648
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